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ABSTRACT 

This is a tvo-part report ou a literature survey of subsistenke ex- 

change systems. Part I, by Steve Langdon, contains an introduction to the 

theory of anthropological economics and a discussioa of subsistence studies 

relevant to the Alaska situation. This theoretical background gives in- 

sight into the difficulties of explaining the multifunctional. aspects of 

subsistence distribution and exchange in the coutext of economics and 

reviews relevant concepts. Part II, by Rosita Worl, contains a review of 

ethnographic literature pertinent to distribution and exchange of sub- 

sistence resources in Alaska. -It reveals that 

-systems in Alaska exhibit many different types 

Each Native culture has its own set of related 

the transfer of goods, and these are discussed 

the varied subsistence 

of distribution patterns. 

customs and values governing 

in the following categories: 

ceremoliial, sharing, partnership, trade, and commercial exchange. The 

literature indicates that the values which promote ceremonial feasting and 

distribution of resource goods have persisted in all Alaska groups, but 

precise descriptions of surviving ceremonies and accountings of the amount 

of subsistence resources involved have not been done for the contemporary 

period. 
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PREFACE 

This report was based on a review of theoretical approaches. is 

economic anthropology which Illuminates the dimensions of Alaska sub- 

sistence use of fish and tidiife. The primary research objective was 

generated through discussions with Tam Lonner, former Chief of the Sub- 

sistence Section of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, and the 

authors. The objective was .to identify patterns of distribution, al- 

location, sharing, and consumption of subsistence resources through a 

survey of ethnographic literature. This work represents a collaborative 

effort by Steve Langdon and Rosita Worl. The material oa economic anth- 

.ropology was authored by Steve Langdon and the ethnographic material on 

subsistence distribution and exchange was written by Rosita Worl. Pattie 

McMillan, Lynn Ellis, Lynda Hadley, and Helen Jenkins provided assistance 

throughout the project. 





SUBSISTENCE EXCHANGE SYSTMS IN 

ALASKA LITERATURE SURVEY 

PART I. ANTBROPOLCGICAL ECONOMICS 

Introduction 

Hunting, fishing, and collecting wild animals and plants as the 

primary saurce of food is practiced by many residents of rural Alaskan 

communities, and, in fact, has been the predominant method for obtaining 

food for 99 percent of human eldstence (Lee and Devote 1968). It con- 

tinues to be especially important to rural Alaskn dative villagers who 

practice modified food quests similar to those carried ou by their 

ancestors fur many hundreds and, in some cases, thousands of years 

before them. This type of production and consumption is’ commonly tezlned 

subsistence in Alaska, to differentiate it from commercial purchase as 

the primary source of food. Of course there is a great deal. more in- 

volved in Alaskn Native subsistence practices than merely harvesting 

and consuming resources.- Of particular importance are the socicrl and 

religious components of the subsistence practices of many Alaskan Xative 

villagers a 

This report will review the literature on one important social 

aspect of subsistence-diucrlbuciun and exchange of subsistence products 

be tveen human beings. The review will begin vich a survey of the theory 

of anthropoLogica economics co provide insight into the difficulties 

and ambiguities in attampcing to adequately explain the multifunctional 

aspects OC subsir tence dis tribucion and exchange in noncommercialized 
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l COMmics . A set of relevant concepts as'weU as definitions and 

- orfaming questions close cba introductory section. The second scctioa _1 

of Part I examines the anthropological 1iterature.o~ the role of subsfstence 

distribution and exchange in hunting and gathering and mixed horti- 

cuI.tural/huxating and gatharinq societies around the uorld. 

Ovcmiew of Theoretical Amroaches 

Approaches co c&e study of the ecoaotuy or economic phenomena in 

anthropology are diverse and, to a significaat degrcr, competing for 

recognition. Since the emergence of this discrete subdiscipline about 
, 

40 years ago, there has been csutrovarsy about the degree of applicabilfry 

of cummatioaal ecouomic chewy to aJ.J. societies. Anthropological 
.I 

economics which until recmtly was know0 as economic anthropology, has 

been distixguishable sfz~ce BroUslaw XaUnowski systematic;iUy examined 

the Ku&n ring activities of Trobriand Islanders of the western Pacffic 

near New Guinea as an ecotzouxic, as opposed co techrzological or social 

(k-hip), phenomenou (Xalixmwski L922). Mall~~~~ki's contribution, 

however, uas to question the applicability of convenrioua1 economic 

theory based on the concept of "economic man'* to t;hat he termed "primitive" ~ 

societies. He held that unlike the ecouoraic man of theory, most "priaicFve" 

men were not motivated by material sell-interest (L&lair and Schneider _-e 

196&i). In caking this position, Xalinouski initiated a debate among 

anrhrapalo~ists ,which had already raged amon economists for more than a 

quarter of a century. The comparable theory in economics, kcovn ds the 

inscirucionalist school, had earlier emerged from the vorf; or’ Thorstein 

Veblos to challrnye the conventional neoclassical school, associjred 

virS :he vticfn3s of Xlfred Marshall. 



Xalinowski's stature in anthropology guaranteed wide acceptance of 

his ideas, particularly by descriptive ethnographers, who operated with 

a limited and, some would claim, biased view of economic theory. In 

part they saw in nonnative (as opposed to descriptive) economics the 

seeds for the potential resurrection of nineteenth century evolutionism 

and ilnperialis tic intervexztfonism. Frank Cancian ( 1980 : 162) commented 

on this propensity of economics as follows. 

Normative ecoaomics applied as management science to preseat decision- 
making situations yields prescriptions for rational, maximizing 
behavior. At the same time, it makes possible to identify as 
irrational chose peasants who do not follow its prescriptions, . . . 
(and subsequently) peasants' understandings of their situations are 
sacrificed to the pseudoincisiveness of a simple model constructed 
by outsiders to help them decide what they ought to do. 

More importaatly, descriptive ethnographers saw that “ecoaomic men” in 

its early formulation wss clearly aot relevant to the peoples they lived 

\ 

with and whose behavior they described. 

Despite Nalinowski's stance, his vietJpoint did not take hold among 

the few practitioaers of "economic axithropology" during the 1930's and 

1940's, notably Ffrth, Herskovits, Thurnwald, and Goodfellow. These 

anthropologists began co systematically apply and seek analogues for 

"economic mechanisms and institutions" in other cultural settings. 

Firth's work on the New Zealand Xaori and Malay fishermen are classic 

examples of early applications of conventional economic theory to anthro- 

pological subject matter (Firth 1929, 1939, 1946These scholars refined 

the concept of "economic man" from the greedy, individualist interested 

only in his rmterial desires to a rational, decision-making individual 

operating on the principle of maximir~tion of utility. This modif ied 

assumption, however, opened questions about what it is that provides 

utility to individuals (W&e are their prefarences?.) and how to measure 
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utiu cy . More lmportancly , these economic amhropoLoglsts accepted as __ 

unlvetsaUy applicable two analytical presupposltfous of neoclasslflcaL 

theary-(l) the lndlvlduit decision-maker is the focus of assumptiou and -- 

by the allocatloa of scarce resources among alrernative uses. These 

scholars were vflling to accept the universal applicability of these 

prlncfples . More recently , anthropologists of the formalist school have 

criticized their thixMag as preoccupied with so&al and cultural factors 

(L&lair and Schneider 1968:8). 

Tha uaivarkl appU,cahfUty of nemA.assfcal theoF; was again challenged 

in economic anthropology in the late 1950’s. This challenge ves expliclty 

tied co the competing, if underdeveloped theory of Karl Polanyl, a 

reJ.atively obscure ecouomic historican whose early pubLished work (1944, 

1947) had been little noted. His Trade and ?farket In the Earlv Emires 

(1957), however, was widely read aad debated j.n what proved to be the 
. 

cuJ.niaatlou of a~ interdisclpl.inary attempt to develop a broader theory 

of the ecoaomy to encompass all societies. George Dalton's (1961) 

classic assault on conventlonti economic theory qulcUy followed, and 

out of this emerged the formalist-substanefvist debace, vestiges of 

which are still with us today. 1 

The essential feature of the Polanyi-Dalron school fs the contention 

that the assuzqtioa of max&zizlng indlvlduals, uhat they ten the z~~~r!see 

principle, is not a chxacteriscic of all societies or even of all 

asgecrs or' markeg-dominated socieclas. They trace this co t,Le dual 

claims thai there is no element of choice in nonrnarlcet societies, and 

tSere are no units 0E account (money) for comparfns al:anat2res in 

nonmrkec economies even if choices could be mde. Fur &et, they der'kte 

the economy (as opposed CO the cerx "econozic") as wChe inscicuted 
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process of material-means provisioning for saclet+ (Halperin 1977:10), 

clearly departing from the intrapsychic theory of choice characteristic 

of neoclassical economics. Polanyl proposed that there were other 

principles (modes of economic integration or transactional modes) around 

which the economy could be organized. Finally, substanclvlsts do uot 

accept the positivist stance of conventional economic theory, which 

contends that economic behaviors and institutions can be isolated and 

anal.yz,ed apart from other behaviors in society. 2 This posltloa posits 

that economic (in the material-provialooing sense of the term) activities 

are embedded in the social, cultural, and historical relations of a 

society (Polanyl 1977: 47-56). MarsSaU. Sahlins' Stone Age Economics - 

formalist faction of the-debate in the 1960's. The formalist camp was 

(1972) is considered one of the more powerful substantlvlst coatrlbutions, 

even though it is eclectic in the sense that it was also influenced by 

certain historical materialist and exchange concepts (discussed below). 

The most recent attempt by the substantlvlst school to develop theory 

and provide empirical flndlngs derived from perspectives in Peasant Livelihood- 

(1977). a volume of papers edited by Rhoda Halperln and James Dow. 

A more economically sophisticated set of defenders came to the 

most prominently represented in that era by Robins Burling (1962), 

Edward LeClair (1962), Scott Cook (1966, 1969), Frank Cancian (1965), 

Raymond Firth (1967), Richard Salisbury (2968); and most importantly 

Harold Schnieder (19641, who continues to be the most outspoken and 

extreme defender of unmodified formalism in anthropological economics. 

By emphasizing decision making or the "choice" aspect of conventional 

economic theory, the formalists were able to counter the adamant a 

priori assertions or' the subscancivists that economic theory was applicable 
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only co the markst-otfented, price-governed economic systems of modern 

industrial capi talisn!. They were able to provide exemplee (Lar 1969; 
- Y 

I 

Salisbury 1962; Edel 1967; Oram 1968; Cook 1970) of how conventional .-\ 

8conouzic concepts c&d be “functionally contextualized" to othdr kultural 

systems so that most anthropologists are uow villing to concede "that 

conventional 8conomics is at hut potentia~y rehvanc and applicable 

co the study of prim%tive and peasant economies" (Cook 1973: 796). For 

wet anthropologists chat concession dapends 00 the formalists' own 

admission that use of cootrenti.ouel econou~Lc concepts and principles Fn 

the study of prknitive and peasant econcmias does noe assum 2 oriori 

that the phenomena under study are necessarily -lainable by them. 7 

FormaUst analyses are ragarded by most anthropologists as legitimate 

only under this constraint. 

In addition, the delimitation of comrentional economic theory to 

decision-making behaviors about scarce means and alterrsative ends conceptually , 

eliminetes a specific focus OP goods and sewices nomnelly cdnsidered as 

the field of inquiry for 8conomics. So, for n&t forzaalist economic 

anthropologists there is no econouy, only economic behavior. What 

follovs Fncellectuafly is crucial. . 

Many anthropologists criticize microeconomic models for not 
expLafning cultural values, since the models take the cultural 
values as given. A microecoaomfc analysis of production or of 
distribution in the U.S., no matter how excellent and valid, thus 
does not explain uhy we have a fi;te-day work week vith Saturday and 
Sunday as vacation days, or why consumption peaks around the Christws 
holidays. The anal.ysis reveals the economic effects of cultural 
values without studying the causee of the values (Plattaer 1980: 
574). . 

La the 1970's a new field or' Fneerest developed out of forznalism 

and cqgnitfve anckopology. This trend uas partially the result or’ the 

concixed inadequacy of forxlisc cheor;r in accounting Ear and prediccixz 

.- 
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the behaviors of actors' in ocher cultural settings and partially because 

the study of meaning and value gradually became the province of other ' 

branches of anthropology. The failure of formalism in the firsc.regard 

~8s perceived to be the result of assumpefons about the psychological 

functioning of human decision makers which were faulty, a line of argu- 

meatation for which Herbert Simoa (1955, 1956, 1976, 3977) received the 

Nobel Prize'ia economics. Some practitioners in this new school of 

'*natural decision-meking" are especially concerned with decision making 

in the reelm of material goods aad services (cf. papers in Barlett 

(1980) hericultural Decision Making), but that is not the interest which 

binds ehem together. .RathQ;r, an interest’ ia the general heuristics and 

pragmatfcs of actual hlrman decision m8king saems co be the theoretical 

hook which unFfies them (Tversicy and Kahaeman 1977; Quinn 1975; 1978; 

Slavic, Fishoff, and Lichtenstein 1977; Barlett 1977). Siace the findings 

of thi4 school are only tangentially related to the topic of subsistence 

exchange, review will not be undertaken here. 

Although the for&list-substaativiisr debate has produced some cross 

fertilization and recognition of some valid points of the opposition by 

both camps (Dalton 1969; Cancian 1972; Schneider 1974; Sahlins 1972), no 

true synthesis has emerged as a new theory that can be applied equally 

to "primitive" and "modern" societies. One attempt at a synthetic 

definirion, although admittedly postulated from the viewpoint of the 

formalist camp, was made by (1976:331), who suggested that "economic 

anthropology is the study of decision-making under constraints." Another 

less formalist attempt was made by EdeL (1969:430), who suggested that 

economic anchropologisrs concern themselves wish the "economic process 

of matching resources to targers with reference to the social milieu co 
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v&i& it is f&ed." Still, some (forumlists) coutiaua to-emphasize I^- 

de&ion making most, and others (substaativists) adhere .to exax&xatioa 

of sodal and cultural fastftutfons (or "constraixats"). There aye, , 

however, occasional examples of vellL-integrated studies (Barlett 1977, 

CaBciaB 1980, smith 1977). 

Outo thh theoretical batt;LefielLd created by seemingly unarrdiag 

philosophical jousting came a new contestant, born and reared la Frazice 

la the late 1930’s aad early 1960’s. This schooL is called historical 

material&t aad can be characterized as an expansfoa and refinement of 

the positoos of Karl Harx through the application of certain structizallst 

principles elaborated by Claude Levi-Strauss. The major figure in this 

theoreticaL synthesis was Louis Atchusser (with E. Balibar 1970). He 

I& followed by a group of French anthropologists who adapted, modified, 

refined, and developed his perspective in their pursuit of a diachronic, 

universal theory of economy and society. Important figures in the 

FtencS school izxlude Claude XeU.laso~. Pierre-PhilUppe Rey, George 

Dupre, Emanuel Terzay, and Xaur’fce Godelfer. bter, such English and 

American scholars as ?faurica Bloch, Jonathan Friedman, Bridget O'Laughlin, 

and James Faris continues 

thought in antkopolor-. 

The universal theory 

the development of historical macatialiss 

proposed by the historical materialists vas 

built on the structurallsc concept of a sac~a1 forzacion (zest easily 

underseaad as a society by ocher social scienrists unfamiliar with 

hiscork materialist thought). A social formcion is COciQOSed of a 

nuber of coepononcs-the infrastructure, in turn composed of forces and 

relations of production; and the superstructure, tz turn zade up of 

judfciai-policiccl and ideoLogi&l reiacions (Ftiockmn 1972:LLj). 3 
. 
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These components could theoretitilly stand fn certain relationships to 

3 each ocher (dominance, determinance, contradiction); Sowever, the application 

of the theory would require analysis of the enipfrical circumstances in 

different contexts to determine the actual. characteristics of each 

structural component of the social formation and the dyuamics which 

resulted from their interaction. Whereas the formalists and substantivists 

are in general agreement on the applicability of convemional economic 

theory (that is, any theory tied to individualist principles of maximization) 

to modern commercial industrial societies, the Sistori&l materialists 

deny its validity for any form of society-.l The crucial difference that 

sets historical materialism apart from the other two is that it places 

analytical preeminence on the processes and relations of production 
. 
rather than on those of distrfbution (Claammer 1978:7). To put Fc as 

succinctly as possible, conventional economic theory is built on the 

pricing mechanism which sets the value of goods and services through the 

forces of supply and d-nd. Xc is only in the exchange of one commodity 

for another chat prices and, more importantly, value are established. 

In this way, conventional economics is wedded to a distributional (through 

. the exchange of values) perspective on the provisioning of satiety. 

AS noted earlier, substantivfsts do not accept the universal validity 

of the market principle. Polanyi, however, cannot escape the criticism 

of distributional bias because he proposed ewe different distributional 

principles (he terms them "transactional modes")--reciprocity and 

redistribucion- to account for the way nonmarket societies carry out the 

macerid-means provisioning task for chcir members (Polanyi 1977:35-43). 

Historical materialists, on thu ocher hand, proposed chat analysis and 

e:tplanaCion should begin with the patterns of ownership of resources and 



_-. 
tachnoiogies , with he patterns of productive otgaaization (labor), and 

with patterns of apptoprtitioa of s~lus value (profit) from the productive __ 

procass (O'hughlin 1973; Godelfer 1972; Friedmars L972; Iiindess-and . 
urst 1975). Further, many historical utatarialfsts proposed thet the 

/ 

value of any Ftezn Is not 

but rather the amount of 

product&x of the ttem. 

a fuuctfou of what Ft wiU bring Fn exohange 

various &ads of labor that went into the 

Followfag aaalpsis of the productioa process, 

the distinct, yet fntenelated aspects of distribution (induding exchange) 

and consumptiou (or utilization) must be brought into historical materialist 
L 

analysis to completa the picture. 

Raceatlp, . the prbacy of mode of production in Nqtorical =terFalist - 

aneJ.ysis Las beea questioued by Eerthoud and SabeU (1979:796), following 

Bataille (1967) and Baudrillard (1970, 19731, who suggested that "economic 

phenomena can be fully gzaspei only through the ititia.l and irreducible 

complexity chat is implied by destruction as an end." They wexs on to 

sugges: that any mode of productioa it simulraneouely a mode of destruction. 

Their major intantion uas to juxtapose the nature of the destruction of 

wealth Fa corununal societies vfth the destruction of wealth characreristic 

of capitalist societies. Their work points up the need for a broader 

consideration of the nature of consumption (in conjuactfoa with production, 

distribution, and exchange) and Its relationship to other social and 

cultural practices. 5 

A fourth analytical mode in anthropology (and social science in 

gezerol), pertinent to the problem at hand, is appropriately Labellad 

exc.hange theory (Ber'u 1977; Heat!7 19761. Ecchange theory, however, is 

no note a siq1e *mified perspec-' ,,ve t,Lan are the previously presented 

tSecrecical aoumxhes. . 1 Praccicioners of e:sc!mnge t,4eorf see3 co derive 
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from three different theoretical strands. The first set of these trace 

themselves to Marcel Mauss, whose classic study The Gift (1963) established 

the concept of “total tirestation" as the fundamental form of 'social 

exchange in meny societies. "Total prestations" are group exchanges 

which have a number of characteristics that distinguish them from the 

individual exchang- carried out by the "rational man" of economic 

theory. First , the fact that it is a group exchange, rather than individual 

exchange, is important. Second, and more importaatly , a total prestarion 

has social, religious, moral, legal, amgical, and emotional meaning in 

addition to economic and utilitarian meaning (Heath 1976: 54). Fbally, 

tha total prestation includes the obligation of making an equivalent 

return aad establishes a baud between the douor and recipient, in part 

resulting from the conceptualization that objects are never completely 

separated from ehose who exchange them. Mauss ' theory has been returned 

to by a. number of scholars for insights including Firth (1959), Gouldner 

(1960), Levi-Strauss (19631, and Sahlins (1965, 1972).6 Perhaps the 

mosf significant coacribucion of Mauss' is the obligation of return, 

which has come to'be known in anthropology and sociology as the principle 

or norm of reciprociry. A significant element of Claude Levi-Strauss' 

structural theory of "primitive" societies, which posits that the fundamental 

organizing principle in these societies is the type of marriage exchanges 

which characterize them, clearly der.ives from Buss (Levi Strauss 1969). 

The most recent and fullest elaboration of exchange as the generating 

principle of social and cultural order from the structuralist viewpoint 

has been carried farthesc in the reach of material exchanges by Rosman 

and Rubel (1971, 1977, 1973). It is their view (19X:127) chat "in a 

given society, the structure of production and consumption, as well as 

11 



tha structure af exchange, relata tea a more general undulying structure 

of Ueas.w Thus, crxchauga Fn the materi& rrarfi is but one maz&estatioa 

of structure of dual organfiatioa ticrent'.in human cbgnitioo. * . 

A second strand of exchange theory, presently glossed as transaction 

theory, took as its start- point the work of Frederlk Sarth (1959, 

1966, 1967). Ekeh (1974) Labellad Barth's qpro&h as Frrdivfdualistic I) %' 

sockl exchanges to distinguish it from the collectivistic exchange of 

Ibuss ; hovmer , such a labal sccrere.Ly constricted the scopa and ralavaace 

of Barth's contribution. Barth’s major departure vas to suggest chat --3 

the processes of social life should be theoretically emphasized as 

opposed to the normative cons&eus of structural-functionalism, which 
. 

has long regarded society as a system of moral la~unctioas uafaUi.ugly 
- 
foUoved by parfectly sociaUzud pusous (Kapfhrer 1976:Z). Barth, 

although his critique was hardly the first, further contended that this 

approach could deal tith a problem which had long bedeviled structural- 

functional anthropology-social change. He proposed to focus on transactional 

behaviors defiaed as "sequences of intaractioa systematicaLly gaverrred 

by reciproeicy" (Xapferer 1976~3). 

Subsequent writ-s have emphasized the tequiremenc of reciprocity 

less and less. Barc:S proposed t-..o modes of exchange-a transactional 

mode'in which individual. actors seek their own values and the exchange 

is based on bargained complamencarity, and an FncogoracC?e mode based 

on -a relationship of joinmess . . , since for certain puqoses :heir 

incerescs are fdrncical and Inseparable" (Barth 1966: 23-X). Pain* 

(1976:63) commented that the incorporative node reminded hi3 "how exc.hange 

can be Lndegendent of cSe notion of cmpecitisn or even of contract; how 

exchaqe cm be conduc:ed be c-aen patt;zers uho offar sot different but 
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similar, even identical commodities, and how exchange need not posit a 

debt relationship (or be based on altruism)." 

One direction which scholars who have taken their cue from Barth 

have moved is toward more systematic use of the rationality princiIjle of 

formal economics (Salisbury 1976; Prattis 1973; Heath 1976a). Another 

direction has been to expand the application of the transaction and 

incorporative principles to examine how symbols, metaphors, values, 

meanings, and other nonmaterial elements are exchanged between actors 

(Kapferer 1972; Turner 1974; Handelman 1976; Paine 1974, 1976; Cohen and 

Comaroff 1976). This latter path leads away from positive economics and 

toward phenomenology. 

The third species of exchange theory, known usually as social. 

iaxcbange, is traceable to the work of Blau (1954, 1955, 1964), Homans 

(1958, 1961), and Thibaut and Kelley (1959). This line of conceptuel- 

iration has explicitly sought to bring the theory, methodology, and 

terminology of conventional economic theory to bear on the analysis of 

social relationships. This is epitomized by the use of price theory to , 
analyze the conditions under which and the rates at which advice will be 

eichanged,for approval or compliance among co-workers in a bureaucracy 

(Blau 195.5). Power (E&son L972a, b), approval Word 1969), love (Foa 

1971), integrity (Schneider 1974), and prestige/status (various authors) 

are ocher social valuables which have been suggested as items exchanged 

between beings. Heath (1976: 90-101) and Schneider (1974: 194-200) 

presented ocher examples of the way in which conventional economic 

analysis can be brought to bear on social exchange situations involving 

P.O valuables. 

Some social exchange theorists (Blau 1964; Bennett 1968) regarded 

so&al eschange governed by morality (norms) 3s distinctly different 
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from economic exchange, largely due to the lack of choice characteristic 

of the former; oihers such as Heath (19761, Befu (19.771, and Schneider 
I 

-v 

(1974) believed this dfstinction to be of limited or ao value. . Schneider 
. 

(1974: 152-531, for e.xamTle, argued, 

I think the evidence is co the contrary and tfiat in the e%i w% 
may even find chat the distinction between materid and social can 
be replaced by a mom geaeta.L idea, that of the exchange of property . 0 . 
This concept vould imagfna economic - usa whatever resources he ," 
'has, sodsl and materLal, to accumplfsh his ends, and it would ask 
uhymaterial nmans should be distinguished from socfaL means in 
this proc8ss. . , 

The wst crucial tool for such a unified theory uould be some unit of 

acwuut uhich would allaw direct comparisoo of material and social 

resources. Thus far, this bas'proved elusive, AS Schneider (1974:78, 

476) noted, and therefore uo unified theory has unerged. 

Relevant Concewts I 

The proposals of Scott Cook (1973), a for;oer forzzalist, Xaurica 

Qdelfer (19721, an eclectic historical materialist, and ,Xarshall 
, 

Sahlins (19i2), a symbolic substaxcitist, appear to offer the mcst 

useful way out of the bewildering array of approaches examined in the 

previous section. Cook (1973:810) provided the following definition of 

the economic field: "The economy is a culturally mediated field of a 

h-n populaiion's activity in which its members lnteracr: vith their 

physical and social envirormenc in tSe calculated atterxpt co acquire, . 

directly or Fadireccly, a living." Cook (L9i3:814) went on co a nore 

detailed es;rosi:ion of the caceo,ories of an economy: 
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Production is the process by 

appropriate and transf arm natural 
which the members of a society 
resources CO satisfy their needs 

and wants; distribution determines the extent to which the individual 
participates in the fruits of this production; exchange enables him, 
to acquire the particular products into which he wishes to convert 
the quantity allocated to him through distribution: and through 
~~nsumpefo~, products are individually appropriated as objects of 
use and enjoyment. 

Further elaboration on the distinction between distribution (the 

proportion of total output that the indivfdua.l receives) and exchange 

(the process whereby the Fndfvidual converts his share into specffic 

desired products) is useful due to the central importance of these 

concepts to our review. Cook (1973: 823) wrote: 

Distribution implies a reward system in which produce is channeled 
out among individuals or groups by teastin of their control over the 
factors of production or for the labor they expended in the productive 
process. Exchange, OP the other hand, refers to the various processes 
by which goods (and services) move between individuals or groups, 
as, for example, between producer and cousumer, buyer and seller, 
donor and recipient. 

Although distribution implies a reward system based on factors Cook 

mentioned, and many societies have reward as a component of a distribution 

system, ocher mechanisms -for distribution may be dominant in a society. 

One type of distribution system is rule-based or normative distribution, 

which is found in many hunting and gathering societies. Hunters are 

morally obligated to distribute their catch to members of their group. 

The actual rules of distribution may be twofold, an initial division 

among participating hunters and a secondary division based on kinship 

relations, ,buc in other cases group membership alone is sufficient 

criteria for receiving some of the production. Examples of this pattern 

include the King Bushmen (Lee 19791, the Australian Walbiri (Xeggitt, 

19621, and the Salliumiuc. (Pryor 1977). There are ocher rule-based 

i 
distributions which might be based on need' (elderly, widowed, orphaned 



persons), on religious obligation, or on other sfmiLar 

normative principles operating in specific cultures. 

&other aspect of distributiou and exchange which 

rulebased, . _ -7 

is not inmediately 
4 

~ 

apparent is the fact that people often have something taken away from . 

them or do not gee equivaknt value fn recur% Frederic Pryor (1977: 

27) has usefully added thFs ueeded clarification through his coucrpt of - ' 

traasf er-” A transfer is a transaction where the goods and setices 

going from a petson or group to another are BOC 'balanced' by a directl-f 

observable counterflow." 7 

After the economic field of a society has been arulyzed, it must be 

related co the other actitity fields such as kinship, religiou, azui 

- politics (Cook 1973: 813). Thesr reJ.&onshLps anist be crxxeived of as 

l musuaL, i.e., economic activities are influenced by other activity 

fields, likewise economic activities tnfluence other activity fields. 

Godelfer (1972: 257) suggested that we see the economic as both a domain 

of activities (productiou, distributioa, consumptiou) and an aspect or' 

all ocher activF;ies whicS do not belong to this domain. This is important 

to the notion of subsistence exchange because certain items which are a 

no-1 part of subsistence production may be so due solely to their 

utility t;r a ceremonial activity carried out by a person other than the 
i 

producer. In this case we readily see the fnfluesce of the religious or 

social iield on the economic. On the ocher hand, the selection of a 

potential spouse for a young woman in a give% stxiecg may be prqarily 

depandeat on the resources controlled by a young zan. In this case, :Se 

influence of the aconorrric on the social is ceadii.y obsemjbl*. Delixi:ing 

he field of subs is cence exchange is useful onLy if the Lintiges in the 

sociec:r CO the tsehange are brought into the analysis as well. 
. 

i 
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The question df decision making, or "rationality," has not been 

abandoned in this quest for.a useful framework in which to examine 

subsistence exchange, but it has been relegated to one analyiical approach 

among many that are necessary to fully account for human economic parterns. 

More specifically, by rational we.do not mean that actors are making 

decisions Fn accordance with any universally operative maximization 

principle but simply that they are pursuing objectives, the content and 

order of priority of which are economically and culturally determined 

and coherent among themselves, and are employing culturally appropriate 

means in the pursuit of their objectives (Cook 1973:811; Godelier 1972:21). 

There are many different rationalities, and the use of rational choice 

analysis requires determination of preferences, determination of the 

availability ad ownership patterns of resources, and determination of 

the technical production and exchange possibilities within a given 

sociokltural context (L&lair and Schneider 1968:457-459). 

Equally knotty difficulties are posed by use of the term subsistence. 

In our view this term refers to an economic system which has the following 

characteristics. 

a. 

b. 

C. 

Production, wherher from naturally occurring biological and 

other resources or from domesticated resources, is primarily 

for personal or household consumption (production of use 

values). 

Distribution is for the mose pare carried out through traditional, 

noncommercial channels. 

Consumption of the ovemhelming majority of items produced 

cakes place uichin cSa household or the community. 

17 



d. Rasour~es used are derived from local and regional areas in 

the vicihity of the cmity. 

8. Production and distribution-are not orgapired to obtain the 

greatest possible returu given available labor and technology 

but are orgaeed for security and coatimed existence. 

It is important to note that though the subsirte~ce economic system s;ry 

offer a lidted standard of liviag, ft by no meaas approzdaates human 

biological daba. T&arc is tremeudous variability i.n subsistence 

scaadards of living. The subsistence economic systems of Alaska are 

some of the richest ia the world, due prknarily to the importance of 

marina, and aaadromous tesourcb; in them (Langdon 1980). Use, note t,hat 
. 
"coutfaued exis te* e" typfca2J.g includes analysis of a tide variety or' 

"cu.tturaUy rafioaal" practices and religious belids that are tied co 

the subsistsace produccfoa and distribution system. 

MarsU Sahlins’ aaalpsis of societies, 'predominantly oriented to 

vhac he :exs the domestic made of production, reveals certain recurring 

elezxez~fs in their organitatioa (Sahlins L972:41-99). These clmraccerls:ks 

include "underexploftatfon of productive resources," a general underuse 

of labor determined prizaarily by household composition, and a substantial 
* 

(20-302) umber of'households faili;lg to provide their owu customary 

livelihood. Sahlins also zoted that such )'under?roduction'* by normative 

econotic standards Fs waot necessarily incorsfstenc 0itS a pristine 

'affluence "' (Sdllins 1972:4L). This Later term refers c3 his contention 

thar hunters and yscherers developed "the orFg.ImI affluenr society," 

because cfiei: wanrs are ftii:e, fev, and relatively easily attainable 

wick avai1abl.z tachnoI.rlgy aad resources (Sahlix L972:2). 8 

7 
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Two of Sahlins' claims for'che affluent domestic production have 

been hotly debated. The first of these is his clals concerning the 

underuse of labor. There are two lines of contention to this claim-the 

normative/empirical and the relativistic. The no73native/empirical 

coatention is that conventional etoaotic categories for work/employment/ labor 

severely underrepresent the amount of time spent Fa productive labor by 

those engaged in subsistence production. Suetnam (1980) and Brush 

(1977) are examples of this position in that both authors report situations 

in nonindustrial economies where labor available and labor utilized show 

no appreciable anmunt of underdevelopment. The relativistic coatention 

of Gadelier (1972) is that cultural-specific ranklng of activities may 
. 

place greater value on ceremonial, social, artistic, or ocher endeavors 

which keep people's time occupied when they are not engaged in economic 

production. For eqle, Thompson (1949:26-34) was impressed that in 

the Murngin society of Australia, no one was idle except for very young 

children. Their efforts were largely devoted to their "elaborate and 

exacting ceremonial Ufe,I' especially the ceremonial exchange cycle 

which bestowed prestige on craftsmanship and trade. 

The second element of Sahlins' formulation which receives criticism 

is his "limited wants" argument. Smith (1980:2-3) contended that contact 
, 

between tribal cultures and market economies show time and again that 

wants can almost overnight expand far beyond previous e.xpectations. 

Although wants can be modified, they do not necessarily go from finite 

co infinite, but rather some cultural buffers appear co continue to 

operate in the new context. Ray and Freeman (1978) found such co be the 

case in their study of trade relations between Eastern Xlgonkians and 

the Hu&on's Bay Cdmpnny. Numerous ocher scholars, govertient administrators, 
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and mtrepenaurs ,have repeatedly reported chat in modified subsistence 

ecoaomles v&en prices rise, production faUs aad when prices fall, 
-7 

production rises. Sometimes called "target markssing,” these occurrences '- 

confound convtntionaL formalist predictions. But the behavior is prfrmrily 

due to the interest of substitence producers in Interacting tith the 

market acomury only to obtifn a relatively fixed set of use values in 

keeping with the bask security orientation of most subsistence economies ~ 

(SaUfns 197286) . 1 

Before elaboratfng oa subsistence exchange, one question about 

SahUns' domestic mode of production should be addressed, and thai is, 

hov do the 20 to 30% of households wtrich do uot produce enough to sustain . 

themselves survive? The "norawl surplus of subsistence" (Uan 1965) . 
produced by the rest of the society reaches them through a variety of 

mechanisms Fncluding exckange. Thus ezx.hange is- not only important to 

the society in term of social solidarity and iategratfon, It is also . 

clearly FspLicated in the physical sumival of a substantial. number of 

members. . . 

, 

Subsistence e-xchaage is, as noted earlier, a subtype of diStdbutio~.I. ' 

pbenome~. Pryor (L977:188) noted several ocher types of distrfbucion, 

ixzcluding centric and noncenrric transfers. (The difference betxeen the 

1at:er CTJO is the degree to which the transfers are patterned so as to .- 

focus on eicSer an Fnsritucion or an individual carrying out a society- 

vide role (ceocrtc transfers) or co focus on the relatLonshfp beween 

distinct pa irs of individuals who are not tied in theit transactions to 

sociaquide pact2rns (noncenc- -&fc transfers) (Pryor .1977:34).' An 

e.uanpls of noncancric is that of "shxiq," which kyor conceived as 

diir'erec: fro= escSxqe ia that ic does 30~ FmoLve an obligaclsn to 
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return something of equal value. Another example of a transfer is 

/ 
-’ 

covered by the concept of "mutuality," a circumstance in which two 

people or groups have rights over and obligations to each other but 

which does not require balanced exchange. Finally, Polanyi's redistributional 

institutions in which produced goods flow to a central person or institution 

for reellocation are examples of centric transfers. 

Perhaps the best !mown and most videly explored formulations on 

"primf~ive" exchange are those of Marshall Sahlins (1965, 1972). Sahlins 

proposed a typology of reciprocities, which he suggested form a continuum. 

The three primary types he identified are: 

1. Generalized reciprocity, in which transactions are "putatively 

altruistic," when "the expectation of a direct material return 

is unseemly," where "the material side of the transaction is 

repressed by the so&A." (Sahlins 1972: 194). The expectation 

of return is implicit, but failure to reciprocate does not 

cause the donor to'cease giving. 

2. Balanced reciprocity, in which there is "precise balance," and 

"transactions which stipulate returns of commensurate worth" 

(Sahlins 1972: 194-195). This is what Pryor had in mind with 

his concept of reciprocal exchange. 

3. Negative reciprocitv, which 1)* 1s the attempt to get something 

for nothing with impunity, the several forms of appropriation, 

transactions opened and conducted toward net utilitarian 

advantage." Sahlins goes on co characterize such transactions 

as ones in which "part' .clcipants confront each other as opposed 

interests, each looking to masLnize utility at the ocher's 

expense," each seeking to sain "the unearned increment" (Sahlins 

1972:195). 
21 
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Signfficjntly divergent opipious exist 09 whether market exchange 

and commercial transactious are Qxamples of b-cad reciprocity or 
. .- 

negatfye reciprocity. S&lbs clearly did rmt re&tc his distinction to 

atarket transactions. Z4ost vouLd agree that both are possible, and the 

occurrence of oua or the other is dependent on the actors, their relation- 

SUP, and the specific circumstances of their commercial transaction. 

SahUns went on to relate his cootiauun of reciprocities to several 

dimensious of society. The most important of these are kinship distance, 

locatfou. rank, and wrdth. He also discussed the nature of exchange 

relations involving food, which he inductively appraised MS a special 

category of exdange object in prknitive societies. - 

-. 
Dimensions of Subsistence E.xchanue 

The exadzzatiou of subsistence exchange requires attention to a 

UUIdJBZ of levels and relatfouships. These Fndude the basic production 

straeegy of tSe group, the units involved in subsistence exchange, the 

item cxhanged and their use and role in each group, the frequeslcy of 

exchanges, the ciafng of exchanges, and the context of exchanges. The 

first level of analysis is to determine the basic production strategL.es 

of the groups under consideration. Therefore, ue were concerned aLost 

exclusively uith c!le literature on subsisceace exchange among hunting 

and ga chi2rifIg grOUQS , although exchange patterns among groups practicing 

-7 

_ 
/ 

i 

-’ 

/ 

ocher production strategies have been e,xamined shere they appear partfcularlg 
_ 

relavanc co currant circumstances in Alaska. 

The next analytical cut requires Fdencificacion of the types of 

unL:s and types of rela-" --anship found *.zithix a given group and boundaries 
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of the group. Likely candidates for inclusion are families, households, ' 

a 

-J J 

kinsmen, lineages, clans, moieties, bands,.tillages, voluntary associations, 

friendships, partnerships, fictive Wn (godfathers), patron-client 

relations, and other culturally specific situations of exchange. 

After detzermination of the r+vant exchange relationship, an 

analysis of the different aspects of subsistence exchanges characteristic 

of relationship and units can be undertaken. Since most hunting and 

gathering societies have a locsl group level- (usuaU.y based on land or, 

in the modern Alaska context, the vfllage), that unit might be used as 

an initial focus to organize exchange relationships. One important 

reason for such. a strategy is that the band or village group is harvesting 

resources from similar or contiguous areas, and different unit members' 

we of the area likely accounts for most natural resource harvests from 

fish, animal, and plant populations in a given area. A second important 

reason'is that subsistence exchanges fn ter& of amounts of goods exchanged 

and frequency of exchanges are likely highest between various.individuals 

and units within this group. Pryor and Graburn (1977:77) in their 

analysis of Sallumiut Inuit found that FncemiU.age exchange instances 

were so few that they could be ignored in the context of coca1 quantities 

of goods and services exchanged within the village. This second factor 

may well be substantially different for certain groups but can only be 

determined by empirical observation. The first task would be co deternine 

the unirs and individuals involved in subsistence discribucion and 

exchange . . Below is a sampla list. 
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Distribution and Exchanpe within a Gram 

Between household members 

Between households of kinsmen as households (degree of kinship 

distance noted) 

Between households of nonkinme~ as households 

Batveen individual lelnsmen not living in the same household 

(degree of kinship distarxe noted) . 

BetweaP inditidud ~~zddnsmm who ara fried or partners 

Betvcap indi-ddual nonkinsmea with no relationship 

Betveen MB This set is a subtype 

Between vtmea 

P 

of each of the 
e 

Between VOIPBP ami men 
- . 

above types 

After identify*8 exchanges betveea units within a group, fdeat’t’i- 

cation of exchanges of various eypes'bemeen groups caa be undertaken. 

Distribution and Exchanne between GCOUUS . . . 

Between households of kirasmen as households (degree of kinship 

distance noted) 

Between households of nonkinsmen as households 

Bemee.? individuals as kinsmen 

Benmen individuals as friands or parxers 

Eemeerr individuals as nonkinsmen 

Bewee group or groups 

Ber.een nen This set is a subcjrpe of 

Be cueen -amen each or' the 

Bez:een -~onen and nen, above types 

.-, 



For each of the distributions or exchange cases, the following 

characteristics should be identified. 
. 

Item exchanged, use, and relative importance to each group or 

individual 

Frequency of distribution or exchange of different items 

Specific labels for exchange relationship or exchange events 

(Are they linguistically labelled?). 

Timing of distribution and exchange 

Context of distributiou and exchange (religious, saciaL, recreational, 

etc. ) 
. 

Reason given for distribution or exchange 

Based on analysis of the data collected a comprehensive view of subsistence 

distribution and exchange for a given group sh0ul.d be possible. 

Another important dimension of subsistence economy is the production 

strategy, of exchanging groups. For example, the B&buti Pygmies of 

Zaire have for many years maintained exchange relationships tith Bantu 

agriculturalists who live in sedeneary villages ou the edge of the 

forests where the Pygmies hunt and gaiher (Turnbull 196.5; Hart 1978). 

This is an example of exchange between groups using different production 

strategies- the Pygmy hunter-gatherers and the Bantu horticulturalists. 

Comparing exchange along this dimension allows exploration of questions 

about initial dependence and the development of specialization due to 

exchange. These topics have recently received considerable attention in 

the writings of Bates and Lees (1977) and Peterson (1979, 1978). They 

are riot crucial in Alaska Xacivc societies, in which their uniform 

status as hunters and gatherers presupposes that all interechnic and 
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intergroup exchange among them prior to contact was necessarily between -9 
/ 

groups with the same basic productive strategy. This does not preclude 

comparijon of exc,hange between hunting and gathering groups with~ubscantirlly - . . 
different basic resource inventories and hunting and gatherixg groups 

vith essentially simSat basic resource Fnventor-Fes. They may display 

very differezat pactams and putposes in these exchange relationships. 

Of more importance to th8 contemporary situatiou of Alaski Xatives iz 

the nature of hunter-gatherer subsistence exchange with the market 

l cormy . Insights into tha dynamks and outcomes of this situation OP -. I 

hunter-gatherer resource conditions and socioculcural organization under 

presenr circumstances of sedentism in vUJ.ages ia rural Alaska cap be 
. 

gained by emminin g impacts of s&&Ix +xmstances on the sedentary, 

'relatively sparsely settled areas of the vorld ixahabited by swiddera 

horticukuralists practicing mixed production strategies, including 

hunting and gathering. 

MPORTAXT QUESiIOXS ABOUT SUBSISTEXCCE DXSTXI3UTION Aii EElANGE _. 

Underlyiag this review of the literature on subsistence exchange Fs 

;a\sec of crucial questions aboric Al.aska Xacive individuals and groups, 

who have tradirionally and continue to practice subsistence production 

and iz&hange, and their relaciouship co the resources they depend on. 

These questions cm be broken down into chose concerning traditional 

s.tbsiscccce e.uc:=np pracrfced in a noncomerci31 seethg and those 

conczrnung the impact of commercial exchange of subsistence ptoduccs on 

subsistence exc.kn;e as well 3s on group socioculcur31 orgmiz3cion and 

prxtiie. 
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A. Questions about Traditional Subsistence Distrfbution and Exchange 

/ 1. 

. . \ 
_.: 

2. 

3. 

To what extent is group survival or fadiyidual survival maintained 

by subsistence distribution and -exchange? 

To what extent do group cultural practices involve subsistence 

distribution and exchange? 

To what extent is group autonomy and social existence related 

to subsistence distribution and exchange? 

4. To what extent does subsistence distribution and exchange 
. 

accentuate or minimize material weU.-being differentials among 

group members? 

5.’ To what extent do production activities carried out for 

traditional subsistence distribution and exchange disrupt or 

endanger fish and-animal populations? 

B. Questions about the Xmoact of Commercial Exchange on Subsistence 

Distribution and Exchange (answers to ihe following questions 

partially depend on answers to, the preceding) 

1. To what extent does individual or group involvement in commercfal 

exchange for subsistence products disrupt traditional subsistence 

distribution and exchange? 
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2. - .To utdt extent has canimrcial exchange of subsisterics products - 

wdffiad group autonomy, social organization, or cultural ,c 
- 

practices? 

. 
3. To what extent has commercLzJ. exchange of subsistence products 

modified individual or group standards of living? 

-. 
4. To wtLat ostent haa eoazmucial exchange of subsistence products 

accentuated or minimized moterial will-being differentials 

among group members? 

- 
5. To what extent does fndividuit or group fnvolvrnent frr commercial 

exchange for subsistence products disrupt or endanger fish and 

animal populatious? 

Data in the ethnographic literature on the dimensions of subsistence 

exchange outlined previously as well as on wst of these questions are 
! 

ofte=r anecdotal and partial and only rarely systematically derived as 

the product of a detailed problm-focused investigation. AltSough 

material concerning Uaska Sative muChange Fs primarily of the first 

variety, in recent years there has been a number of relevant probla- 

focused studies from other parts of t-he world on subsistence distribution 

and exchange and the interac:ion of subsis:ence production and commercial 

exchange s;Sich will be addressed later. 
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The Relacfonship between Culture and Economy 

. 
\ 

I 

Before turning to the discussion of empirical evidence for the 

occurrence and aature of subsistence distribution and exchange in Alaska 

and elsewhere, a brief elaboration on the relationship between culture 

and economy is in order. One school of thought composed of unyielding 

formalists, cultural materialists, and “vulgar” hfstorfcal materialists 

argues that economy encapsulates, generates, and ultimately explains 

cultural manifestations. The other view, argued by symbolists, structuralists, 

and "refined" historical materialists, holds the reverse--that culture 

defines , orders, and ultimately explains economic manifestations.. One 

might ask about the concept of society-social relations, kinship, etc. 

-For the economists, it is merely an epiphenomena of allocations (see 

Schneider quotes below), and for culturalists, just another example of 

symbol&c ordering. These two views can be schematicized as follows. 

A. Economists- B. Culturalists 
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ATthough this dichotomy is hyperbolic and p.erhaps oversimplifies the 

corpplexfty of the issues and positions Fmolved, it surmarires the 

extrem positions accurately. kiok representative of these competing 

paradigms are Harold Schneider (1974) and Xarshall Sahlixxs (1976). 

Pertinent examples of their views follow. 

Schnaider (1974:134, 135, 142) 

Thus households persist in any 
society because their forms are 
recreated by behavior each day, 
behavior based on allocations and 
not simply on positive valuation 
of the forz. 

I would like to' suggest that 
cross-cousin marriage system8 in 
these societies are the resu.Lt 
MC of rules but of am&&zing 
choices, and that the systems in 
fact amy be simply epfphenomenon 
of the end dealing. . 

The division of labor in human 
society (of which the relations 
of producer and consumer Fs just 
one example) Fs uot merely one 
dtiension or' socieq but the 
whole of it. Recognizing this, 
we also imediamly recognize 
bat all interacting bemeen 
people who have interdependent 
needs constitute social trans- 
actions. The flow of these crans- 
actions throughout an integrated 
system creates the family strut- 
ture and 0cSer regular social 
patterns. The study of society 
becomes, ehereiore, the study of 
the flow of transactions, which 
makes obsolete simplistic cechno- 
logical fomulations such as 'the 
faraily exists co provide sexual 
fullilkent, procreacfon, and 
socialization. 

Sahlinr (1976:164, 167, 206) 

The point ia that material effec- 
tiveness, practicality does not 
exist in any abSdut8 sense, but 
only in the measure and form 
projected by a cultural order. 
Selecting its material means aad 
ends from among all possible ones, 
as we3J as the relatives under 
which they are combined, Ft fs 
society which sets the productive 
interrtions and intensities, in a 
manner aud amasure approprtite to 
the entire structural system. 
There remains, as logic, only the 
meaningful systezu of culture. 

The structure of the,economy 
appears as the objectivited conse- 
quence of practical behavior, rather 
than a social organization of 
things, by the institutional seans 
of the market, but according to a 
cultural design or' persons and 
goods. 

no cultural fors can ever be 
;id'from a set of 'material 
forces,' as Ff the cultural were 
the dependent variable of an inescap- 
able practical logic. . . It is not 
that the material forces and con- 
straints are left out of account, 
or they have no real effects on 
cultural order. It Fs that the 
nature of the effects depend on 
their cultural encompassment. The 
very fom of social existence of 
material force is decerxined by i:s 
integration in the cultural systzza. 

-7 
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In the past two years two views of southwestern Alaska (Yupik 

Eskimo) society have appeared which more or less correspond CO each'of 

these approaches. Although Wolfe (1979: 252-261) is clearly cognizant 

of social and cultural factors involved in Kwikpagmiut food production, 

he nevertheless analytically explains the behavior he observed with 

formalist concepts. For example, he (1979:259) wrote: 

. . . subsistence foods vere harvested if their average capital 
costs were less than the retail costs of food substitutes . . . 
Meat, fish, aad fowl was harvested from the local environment at 
about 80.31 per pound dressed weight, substantially lower than the 
retail price of imported meat, fish, and poultry of about $2.50 per 
pound at Kotlik stores. This differential was advanced to explain 
why Kotlik families bought little of these food items from the 
store, choosing instead to procure their own at greater monetary 
saving. 

In this passage, Wolfe assumed that.store-bought foods are sub- 

stitutes for subsistence foods, but nowhere does he provide evidence 

that they are culturally defined substitutes. If they were in fact . 
cultural substitutes and Kotlik families were given the amount of money 

necessary to purchase store-bought foods sufficient to replace subsistence- 

produced foods, they would theoretically cease subsistence production. 

Such a formalist proposition is clearly false and indicates a major 

weakness in this type of analysis. 

Riordan (1980) analyzed the process of production and reproduction 

among the Qaluyaarmiut of Toksook Bay, Tununak, Cherfornak, Newtok, and 

Nightmute from a decidedly 'culturalist perspective. She believed that 

in the Qaluyaarrniut view "the natural world is a moral order subject to 

the same rules of hierarchy, power transference, and the cycling of 

souls as the human social order, and dependent for continuity on right 

relations within that order" (Riordan 1980:126). Her view on subsistence 
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has nothing to do with costs, prices, input-output analyses or other 

f onzalist tools. Instead, it is her view that. Y 

Subsistence production is tied to a fuadameatal cosmological reproduction, 
which a preliminary consideration of ritual distrfbutioa can maka 
clear. The value hierarchy of objects exchanged and the categorical 
ralatious between persons exchanging rexnabs opaque without reference 
to the larger system at work, which in the case of the Qaluyaarzuiut, 
Involves an exigesis ou the coutinual creatiou and recreation of 
the conditions of generation, a fuC&mePtal cosmological reproduc:ion. ' 

Although her scholarly marthalUng and ordering of diverse, seemingly 

unrelated data are impressive and compelling at one lapel, they do not 

provide a view of the individual and familial variability found in these 

communities, the dpamic factors of day-co-day material life, ‘the 

essentizd characteristics of the biological surp?vaJ, of the Qaluyaarmiut, 

dr links to the world economy. 

It is iqossible to unify these different approaches at this time, 

. . 

yet both are clearly needed to fully comprehend human economic behavior. 

tire rigorous analyses of the culturalfst variety should be tide by 

those who seek to eaamine the functioning of the economic field in all 

cultural settings. 

Relevant Studies of Other Subsisteme 

DFstrfbut'on and Exchanze System 

The previous section lists inporxnc questions about subsis:ence 

distribution and exchange. 73~ next section individually addresses each 

question in Li;;hc 0P i=lportmt findings on subsistence in ocSer parts of 

the yorld, foe-zing ?riz.ztily on hunclng and gacSering societies but 

also cream+ nixed horticulcurallf~r~gi~g/huncing and gat~r~l~gl3d3Qtltions 
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a~ t7& This review is limited to problem-focused investigations of 

these patterns that have been undertaken in the past 10 to 20 years. 

"TRAJXTIONAL" SUBSISTNCE DISTRIBUTION AND EXCXAXGE 

Question L To what extent is individual and/or group sumfval 

maintained by subsistence distribution and exchange? 

Since the important Man.the Hunter (1968) volume, it has been a 

widely accepted proposition that commaal distribution of producrioa 

throughout the local group is a basic feature of hunting and gathering 

societies. This feature has been seen not as arbitrary, but rather as 

crucial to the survival of groups aad therefore to individual group 

members as well due to the uncertainty of resources and individual 

production. Some scholars (Suttles 1968; Burdock 1968; Moseley 1975) 

have pdiated out that the "trial formulation" concerning the nature of 

hunting and gathering societies seemed to be most relevant to those in 

resource scarce, marginal environments and are not necessarily applicable 

to hunters and gatherers in resourcerich environments. In a recent 

comparison of resource-rich (notchwestern California) and resource-poor 

(western interior Australia) hunting and gathering societies, Gould 

(1980) found that in the Australian case, access to key resources was 

based on widely extended social networks chat operated through egalitarian 

sharing, but in the California society Little or no sharing of basic 

resources above the level of the nuclear family was noted. He proposed 

that communal sharing (distribution and reciprocal exchange) tended to 

decline as a risk-minimizing strstegy for group and individual survival 

when key resources were predictably available in adequate supply for the 

group as a whole. 
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This propositioa finds empirical. support in a number of other 

recent studies. Mooney (1976, 19781, demonstrated that a generalized 
1 

reciprocity is sti.U the predominant fom of transaction among the Coast / 

Sa.Lish (Xacive American) population living in the vicinfty of Victoria. -7 

In addi:ion, she found that the network 

fn response to resource avtiabilfty in 

Besource Availabiliq 

Above normal .-( 

NOrmkL > 

Below normal *-B 

. Drastically below normal4 

of sharing expanded and contracted 

the following fashion: 

Sharing Network 

Expanded 

Normal 

Expanded 

Contracted 

-7 

--f 

What this patzerza indicates Fs that only when conditious of extreme 

shortage threatens survival does hoarding at the individual or familial 

level become couuon. Turnbull's (1918) analysis of the Ik of East 

Africa is perhaps the archetypal case of how extended periods of scarcity 

can destroy group, extended family, and, ultizately, nuclear family 

levels of sharing, leaving each individual over the age of four responsibfe 

for his oun survival. 

Based upon research among the Ute and other western Native American 

groups, Jorscnsen (1971, 1972) has suggested that the moral obligations 

and practice of the Native Axerican collective ethic of widespread 

cooperation and sharing are primarily a function of poverty in the 

modern American setting and only secondarily a continuzcion of traditional 

culczrcl ?racticcs. Ic should be ooinced uut chat this analysis does 

not addr ass cere-onial discribucion and eschan;e nor tSe role of subsLstenca 
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distribution and exchange co the maintenance of ethnic identity in 

modern American society. 

This basic pattern, termed the accordian effect by Laughlin- (19741, 

has been documented recently by Waddell (19751, Dirks (19801, and in a 

number of case studies by Bishop, Cawte, and Lomnitz in Extinction 

and Survival in Human Populations (1978). In the introductory essay 

Laughlin and Brady (1978b:32) noted that "the most common pattern found 

in the ethnographic literature is oue of solidary response to adversity. 

Initially. . . the range of generalized sharing is extended to include 

persons and groups who are socially and perhaps genetically distant." 

This expansion is not Iikely to continue because "prolonged resource 

deprivation resulting from either cyclical or progressive alterations of 

basic resources may trigger a deescalation of the normal patterns of 

sharing resources" (Laughlin and Brady 1978b:32). They further pointed 

out that "this degeneration of solidarity can be expected under conditions 

. . . identified . . . as unremitting deprivation" (Laughlin and Brady 

1978b:31). 

In summary, a wide variety of studies shows that 
. . 

‘1. Communal distribution and exchange is an important survival 

technique for hunters and gatherers with uncertain resource 

bases. 

2. Expanded networks of sharing are characteristic of groups in 

conditions of resource shortage. 

i 
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Question 2 To what exte,kt do group cultural practlces'imo1ve subsistence Y 
i 

dlstributloa and e-xchange? 

Quesclon 3 To what extent is group autonomy and social existence . 

related to subsistence dlstrfbutlon and exckange? 

Ixafomatfon on these questlons.can be found for many different -- 

hunting and gasheriag and horticultural societies, aad since they are 

usually lntlmateJ.y linked. they WFTl be treated as a uuit ln this discussion. .. 

Chagnon (1968) and Gregor (1977) noted that exctzange of subsistence 

products beween Yanomam and Hekinsku viAages in the Amazonian lowlands 
s 

was a cruslal signifier of whether war or peace prevailed between PJO 
.* 
villages. Ken subsistence products were exchanged, e-ken those that 

. 

were nearly identical, -(flsk, .arrovs, cotton thread), then a state of 

peace reigns. This is not an example of a non-Western idiosyncrasy 

stice Duby (197G) has noted for northern Europeans that "whepever peace 

was made between tribes of equal strength, Ft would be prudent .to preserve 

it carefully wi:h return gifts, the essential tokens of its permanence. 

What was 'peace' for the author of Beowulf but the prospect of txc-kanglng 

gifts bemeen people!" .hny other exanqles from all parts of the votld 

can be found t;hich deznonsmate the crucial role exc.hange plays in the 

establishnem and preservation of peaceful ineer3roup relations. 

Subsistence distrfbucion and eschaqc also play a significant role 

in the social and ceremonial patterns of hunting and gathetlag groups. 

b noccd in the theoretical section, structuralist theory as developed 

by C:aude Lavi-Strauss is buil.c on the social exchange theoF: or‘ !!arcei 

xauss. Zc;lan<e is a crucial eleclenc in the dynamics of culcursl scxct~~es, 
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and subsistence exchange is a component 'of the larger cultural system of 

exchanges. The poclatch as practiced by Kwakiutl, Nootka, Tsimshian, 

Tlingf t , and Baida groups on the northwest coast of North America has 

been analyzed by Roman and Rubel (1971, 1978) from the structuralist 

viewpoint. It is their contention that "the ceremonial distribution of 

goods at the potlarch-blankets, canoes; guns, kettles, money, clothing, 

dishes, foodstuffs, etc. -clearly involving the flow of material goods 

is part of the larger system of exchanges which also includes the exchange 

of women and ritual services. The distribution of material goods, as 

well as the larger system of exchanges, constitutes a manifestation of 

the underlying structure" (Rosman and Rubel 1978b:llO). It is clear 

from this passage that subsistence distribution and exchange and not 

purely ceremonial goods are involved in potlatches. Further, they 

stated, "Potlacches occur at critical junctures and are in effect rites 

de passage for the society; critical junctures mark the rearrangement of 

the social structure, when, in the absence of fixed rules relating to 

structural changes, the-outcome of such changes is dependent upon the 

manipulations of individual actors" (Rosman and Rubel 1978:113).l' 

This passage indicatk the crucial role which the potlatch plays in the 

cultural systems of the northwest coast. In the case of these societies 

we see that subsistence distribution and exchange is central to the 

institution throrigh which major cultural changes occur. 

Anocher way to evaluate the importance of an institution in a 

cultural system which involves subsistence discribucion and exchange is 

co examine the cultural impact vhen the behaviors are outlawed or supressed 

by a dominant external group. This was the case with the poclacch, 

which was outlawed at the insistence of missionaries and governnenc 
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agents Ln British Columbia in is89 (Fisher 1977:207). The ban vas met 1 

by both vigorous protest aad quiet defiance, particularly by the Kwakuftl . 
7 

vho "defied it by ignoriag eatery exhortation by the Indian agent to give ; 

up the custom" (Fisher L977:207). Codere (19611, Spradley (1969), aad -Y 

Ford (L941) noted that potlatching was formally outlawed, but their 

dascriptfous of the period from 1890 to 1920 ixdicata that this vas 

perhaps the height of potlatching among the Kwakuitl Fn terms of per .--. 

capita 0u&ys 00 the potlatch. The crucial importance of this Fastitution , 

to the cultural identity of these groups is clearly demonstrated in ". 

their response to the attapt to suppress it. 

Returjing to the importance of subsistence distribution and exchange 

to cultural practices, Roman and Rubel taned a nmber of other 
. 
cultural institutions around the vorld vhich imolvcd large-scale cerernonlal 

distributions of subsistence products. Included in their studies was 

analysis of the Xaori of Xew ZeaLand, vhose cultural. structure and 

ceremonial exchange pattern they liken to that of the Northwest Coast 

Indians, and the Trobrfander Islanders of ~elanasia, uhose =c.haage 

sczucture is different but equally as important to the cultural system 

as other cekonial exchanges. Their aost recent work is a meticulous 

examination of 13 New Cuinean sociacies in ukich they identified four 

types of basic exchange pr%nciples (Roman and Rubel 1978a). They 

described a wide variety of macrtial transactions, the vast czajoricy of 

which involved subsistence products that accompany marit exchanges in 

these societies and thus crucial reproduction processes which insure 

cultural maintenance. 

Subsistence distribution and sxchanse, as cultural Ln.s:icscions in 

many sociscies, have bean shoLn to be critically important to: 
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1. Preservation of peaceful relations between one group and 

another 

> 

2. Preservation of internal processes of cultural maintenance and 

reproduction 
- 

Question 4 To what extent does subsistence distribution and exchange 

accentuate or minimize material well-being differentials? 

(This question is related to question 1 

effects of subsistence distribution and 

periods of normal resource availability 

periods of resource shortage.) 

but refers to the 

exchange during 

rather than to 

The vast majority of the literature on hunting and gathering societies 

indicates that the processes of coamnxxal distribution and generalized 

reciprocity have the net effect of reducing differentials in material 

well-being, thus reducing strntification. Although this is particularly 

true for hunters and gatherers of marginal means, some authors claim 

that those in richer environments reduce material well-being differentials 

through subsistence distribution and exchange (Piddocke 1965; Suttles 

1968). On the other hand, some (Gould 1980; Kobrinsky 1976; and Ruyle 

1973) have contended that lavish ceremonial giveaways by the affluent 

elicc of rich hunting and gathering societies mask substantial amounts 

of direct labor exploitation (slavery) and indirect labor transfers by 

commoners co their noble kinsmen. This same dispute has also arisen 

over the nature of so called "Big :!an" societies in Xelanes,ia and Polynesia, 

where lavish distributions of yams and other.subsistence products are 
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made by Lfneage heads who have prodded and cajoled their kinmen for 

additional 

the feasts 

chat these 

productLou, which fs then aiproptiated by the "Big Xan" for 
/ 1, 

.-? 
(ceremonial distributions) which increase his prestige. Note / 

are mised horticultural and hunting and gathering populations. ." 

Despite some couatervailixq evidence coucerning hunters and gatherers Fn 

rich environments, the basic findings of the ethrmgraphic literature are T 
1 

that subsistence distribution and exchange leads to a decrease Fn differentials 

in umterfal well-being between group members. 

Question 5 To what extent do productioo actititfes leading to subsistence 
\ 

distribution and exchange disrupt or endanger fish and 

animal populatioas? 

This topic has received considerable attention in recent ~thropdogicd 

literature. There are two major schools of thought. The first, epitomized 

by the work of Joseph Birdsell (1953, 1957, 1968) but widely supported, 
. . is that hunting and gathering SocietieJ maintain equilibrium with their 

environments. Their cultural practices have the net joint effect of 

keeping population from rising to a level where economic processes 

(production, distributfon, and exchange) can disrupt and degrade the 

productivity of the plant and animal resources on which the population 

de;rends. X nur,bez of cultural practices appear to se-e the function of 

population control, including infanticide, warfare, male dominance, and 

religious beliefs XHarris 1975). Since this position holds that the 

overall culcut~l. pattern leads co equilibrium ;-its ecosvscetic production, 

then it foilous zhac subsistence distriburion and exckmge do not Lead 

to overe?:qioiEatLon and dlsrupcion. 
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Most of the discussion about this model centers around the question 
, 
3 of rates of population growth, the size of the population being seen as 

the crucial determiner of resource use patterns.' Thus Ammermen (1976) 

has suggested that a stochastic model of population fluctuation, rather 

than a static model of population equilibrium, is a more reasonable 

assumption for hunting and gathering societies. In his model, stochastic 

variation in population growth would occasionally lead to pressure on 

resources, which could have a number of effects-migration, resource 

degradation, technological development. This view implicitly assumes a 

Boserupian stance in which population pressure (however defined) is seen 

as keying technological change and intensification of production. The 

Malthusian perspective, on the other hand, assumes random technological 

breakthroughs which allow short periods of increased standards of living 

to occur followed by the inevitable return to a minimal subsistence (in 

the se-e of bare survival) standard of living due to inexorable population 

growth. 

Despite these minor variations, supporters of the view of essentially 

equilibrium processes for hunting and gathering societies are persuaded 

by the evidence for 40,000 years of sustained interaction between hunting 

and gathering population and their resources without major disruption 

from 50,000 years ago to 10,000 years ago, when food production began. 

It is at this particular juncture, that of the Neolithic revolution 

10,000 years ago, which has caused recent alternative views on equilibrium 

processes in hunting and gathering societies to appear. If hunting and 

gathering societies are in equilibrium and finely tuned co the levels of 

resources available to them, vhnt is the mechanism to account for the 

shift to food production? The Yalthusian view, that of random technological 
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ianovation, is.seen by mast anthropologists as begging the question. A 
I 

more plausible view, advanced bp‘Binford (1968) and Harris (1977), is 

that of au interactive effect between climatic change, (which l?d to i 

modifications in available resources), a rise in sea level, and differential .~ 

populatfon pressures. Huiaan populations, attempting to maintain their 

numbers and standard of living in the face of declsning resources, were 

forced into tlra innovatioo of food productiou. 

Cohen (1977) made a~ even stronger statement against equilibrium- 

system models of hunting and gathering pqpulations. He discounted the 

importance of climatic and environmental change, and suggested that the 

archeological record, prior to domestication of plants and an-s, show 

a "continuous (although not necessarily steady or coastant) population 
. 
growth aad populatfoa pressure" throughout the world. He suggested that 

selective hunting and gathering diets focusing on animals gradually had 

to be broadened as izreasing nuabers of hunters and gatherers were 

found to eat more and more unpalatable goods. 

AII even acre extreme and generally unaccepted proposition is that 

of Paul Xartir, (1973), who suggested that indiscriminate hunting practices 

of big-game hunting bands in the iUew World led to the extinc:ion of a . 

numbed of ge,?era ac the end of the Pleistocea (approx. 13,000 :o 10,000 

years ago) a In his view subsistence practices of these hmcing and 

gathering bands were clearly not ecologically equilibrated, but rather 

were a major cause in producing the shortage which requirad the adjuscnezt 

to food ptoduc:ion. In fact, there is virtually no direcr evidence or' 

serious resource degadacion or extinctions made by hunting and gatherlag 

sociaias outside of ct;e context or' a broader economic systez~. 



.> 

One of the crucial'features seen by Sahlins (1976) of hunting and 

gathering equilibrium is the lack of incentives for material production 

to satisfy ever evpanding wants. His widely known formulation of the 

"original affluent society" is built on an assumption of limited wants 

being well satisfied in hunting and gathering societies. There are a 

few hunting and gathering societies, however, which clearly did have 

cultural mechanisms to spur production. The most uotable example of 

this are Northwest Coast societies, where motivation for prestige gain 

through potlatch distributions is thought by some to be an important 

spur to intensified production (Piddocke 1965, Suttles 1968, Harris 

1974). Even in these societies there is no evidence of int'ensified 

productioa leading to resource overexploitation or degradation in the 

precontact period. 

The whole question of population growth and.regulation has been 

addressed in a recent collection (Cohen, Malpass, and Klein 19801, but 

none of the articles indicates possible implications of differential 

subsistence distribucioa and exchange systems for population growth or 

patterns of resource use. These questions should be investigated. 

In sum, the evidence shows few, if any cases of htincing and gathering 

societies degrading their resources. It can therefore be inferred that 

subsistence distribution and exchange systems operating in hunting and 

gathering societies have not led to disruption of plant and animal 

populations. 
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THE T;ILpACT OF ChNEXCLAL EXCEANGE ON SUXISTENCE DISTRIEUTION AtYD EXCEAXGE --. 

Throughout the world, hunters and gatherers have been brought into 

contact with various aspects of the world economy as veU as being 

enCapS&ted in the political system of nation states. This has occurred 

- . 

at various times for different hunting and gathering groups. For exa7nple, 

the Tlti of the islands off northern Australia, did not receive direct 

and sustained co~cact until the 1950's, and the Tasaday of the PhiUi?F3e 

Islands until ihe 1960's. In nearly every case such contact brlqs 

almost immediate major cultural changes after set Fn motion by Fntroduc:fon 

of wre efficient harvesting t+zhnologles. Ia this sectiou, the inpacts 

of one cppe of interaction bemeen hunting and gatherers and the world . 

economy ,. that of the impacts of counaercfal exchange of subsistence 

products. 

Question I To what extexxt does indivi'dual or group involvement 

in commercial exchange for subsistence products 

alter "traditional" subsistence distribution and 

exdhange? 

Ic should be understood that the nature of the parricipatian of any 

group of hunters and gatherers in comnercial exchange for their subsistence 

products is a funcCian oi a number oi variables. A sin&l set of 

considerations is beginning co address this variability includes the 

subsiscezce groduccs socially produced, the size and productivi:y of 

wild populaciun from which those producx are derived, the sire or' tha 

local Srou?, the relative diec3ry inpor:ance of the product to the local 



group, the availability of cultural substitutes, the relationship bf the 

subsistence product to cultural institutions (required distribution, 

ritual, prohibitions, etc.), the amount of demand for the product in the 

world economy, direct or indirect competition for the commercial trade 

of the item, and direct or indirect compl.etion for harvesting the item. 

There maf be additional influences on the local group in other cultural 

areas which can lead to differential. response to commercial exchange. 

Taking these various factors into consideration, most studies 

indicate a significant alteration in "traditional" subsistence distribution 

and exchange resulting from commercial exchange for subsistence products. 

The classic article on this process is that of Murphy and Steward (1956:335- 

336) who, in comparing the Montagnais Indian hunter-trappers of Quebec 

with the Hundurven horticulturalist-crappers of Brazil, argued "outside 

commercial influence led to reduction of the local level of integration 

from the band or village to the individual family which became integrated 

as a marginal part of the much larger nation." Of specific relevance to 

this question, they cited a decline in "intragroup dependency," for 

labor as well as subsistence distribution and exchange as families 

became dependent on traders fdr subsistence, largely due to debt obligations 

and necessary audit relationships. In their view "the culmination point 

may be said co have been reached when the amount of activity devoted to 

production for trade grows co such an extent that it interferes with the 

.aboriginA subsistence cycle and associated social organization and 

makes their continuance impossible" (Elurphy and Steward 1956:336). 

There are a number of important assumptions in the Xurphy and 

SterJard mode!. uhich must be spelled out because deviations from these 

conditions, particularly, can Lead co diGr &.erent cultural responses. The 
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first of these, which the authors regard as ptf2nary, is that subsistence 

resources desired by the world economy were best qloited by individual 

- 
I 

families controlling these products within delimited territories. A 
-7 

i 
second important coadition is that local technology and crafts are given 

up as replacezaents from the world economy are incorporated into the 

local culture through commercial exchange. They also postulate a "steady 

iacresse in demand for amnufactured goods" (Murphy and Stevard 1956:347) 

which has been recently questioned (see betow). A third important 

condition b that of debt relations between trader and native producer. 

Thh is extremely important since it has been showu elsewhere by Ray and 

Fre- (1978) that fur production for commercial exchange by ALogoakians 
. 

shows a strong but inverse relkiouship to exchange rates. 

Althdugh not specificalLy identified by Xuq'hy and Steward, dhange 

in productive technology is a major intermediary variable vhich is given 

primary causal status in most theoretical treaties in social and cultural 

change (Mason L975). The classic account of the near complete cultural 

reordering whicS can follow from that introduction of a more efficient 

production technology is Shaq's (1952) account of the impact of steel 

axes an the social and.culrural prac:ices of the Yiryoroat of Australia. 

The modifications in subsistence distribucfon and exchange practices, 

which >!urphy and Ste*.ard found resulting from commercial exchange of 

su5sistence production, has been widely, if not universally documented. 

One of the most complete explorations of the modilicacion of subsistence 

distribution and e:rc!lange patterns is Xutschman's (1973) study of the 

Mishito Litdims of lu'icnragua. This group prac:ires a combination of 

horticultural, Land hunting, and sea hunting for large turtles. Turtirs 

arz harvested 5y skiSled gairs af men operating 3ut of cafiocs, and tSey 



make up-the major proportion of the animal protein consumed by the 1,000 

-. 

villages in the community Nietschmann studied. The turtle population 

was first devastated in the early cwentfech century co supply food for 

the lumber and banana industries which brought large enclosured populations 

co the area. Following the decline of the markets for these resources 

in the 1930's (the outside populations left), they returned co a primarily 

subsistence food economy and the turtle population rebounded. Mushito 

subsistence distribution and exchange followed a pattern of reciprocal 

sharing. Turtlemeat distribution documented in Nietschman in the 1960's 

showed eight direct distributions by the producer to other villages. In 

1969 several freezing vessels began purchasing turtles for export and 

conversion into turtle soup. In response co a guaranteed market and 

high prices, the Hishico began co intensify production and increased it 

by 228% in one year (Nietschmann 1973:199). The increase in turtles 

sold was LSO'! at the same time, in the face of this tremendously expanded 

production, the amount of turtle meat consumed in the village decreased 

by 14X (Nietschmann 1973:199). Nietschmann (1973:202) concluded: 

The more dependent Tasbajiauri nuclear families become on turtles 
(as well as ocher marketable resources) for international esternal 
exchange, the more independent they are becoming from extended 
families and the kinship network . . . To the extent chat families 
participate in cash market activities involving not only surplus 
resources and labor above subsistence, but also labor and resources 
from subsistence, is the degree to which they have to disengage 
from horizontal social relationships kept viable through reciprocity. 

Thus, commercial exchange of subsistence products has dramatically 

contracted the distribution and exchange networks of reciprocity practiced 

by the Slishito. 

It is not only commercial exchange with its important characteristic 

of unflagging demand but also more localized exchange of subsistence 
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-products becweea hunters and gatherers and horticulturalfsts can have .* 

similar impacts on internal subsfstence,distribucioo and exchange neworks. 
-\ 

fn his analysis of differinces between net-hunter and archer gfoups of 

Pygmy hunters in the Congo rain forest, Alerenzzi (1980:14-20) shows how _ 

archer groups are primarily dependent on cticivated foodstuffs rhich 

they obtain from Bantu horticulturalAsk in exchange for meat aad predator 

protection. Net hunters, on the ocher hand, are overwhelmingly dependerrt 

on their awu subsistence production for survl;vll. The upshac of these 

difFerent strategies or internal relationship ti as follows (xbruzzi 

1980:14): 

The economic dependence of the archers, t&.ike that of the net 
hunters, is uot upoa each other, instead theFr ecenomic ties are 

: primarily with the extetnal agric*uLturaL -ages, and not as a 
group, but rather as indfvfdual hunters. Consequently, inditiduaJ. 
archer families have developed strong socioeconomic relationships 
uith the villagers rather than with each ocher. This is in contrast 
to the net-hunrers who, being deyeadent upon each other economically, 
have organized socially Co ensure their survival. 

Thus , fn some cases , external dependence and exchange rather &an 

commercial or market dependence and esc.Sange may also cause the contrac:ion 

of internal group subsistence distribution and exchange networks. 

Despite the predominance of findings supporting the attenuation of 

subsistence distribution and exchange nervor'ks as a result of commercial 

(or other) e:cchange of subsistence production, there are a number of 

esatples of group intensifying cultural traditions after becoming involved 

in commercia!. trade for subsistence products. The UUIS~ no table eyamples 

of this pac:em are Sorchvesc Coast Ztcive American societies, who a 

number of writers (Drucher 1939; Duff 1964; Fisher 1977) have sugges:ed 

underGent cultural florescence Ln cerxs of ar:iscic ?roducrion end 

poclacchi2~ during tSe period ar' the sea otter trade in lace eighteenth 
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and nineteenth century. Although these studies do not specifically deal 

vith subsistence distribution and exchange, it can be inferred from 

mention of Qotlatching behavior having increased that these other patterns 

would have Likely persisted. This is particularly true since Euroamerican 

sea otter traders did not use subsistence replacement as a mainstay of 

the trade goods and therefore Northwest Coast groups continued to be 

dependent on their owu subsistence products. In addition, no technological 

element introduced at that time could lead individual efforts nor did 

the sea otter population lead itself to delimited territorial patterns 

Of CCplOitatiOIl. 

Hart (1978) in a recent study of net hunting Pygmies involved in 
- 

commercial exchange of the meat they catch vith outside traders found no 

attenuation in subsistence distribution and exchange networks, although 

he did find reduced levels of meat consumption during certain periods 

for the group as a whole. He attributed this continuation co the fact 

that the production technology has not been altered, and the traditional 

commercial net hunt involting the entire group, including women and 

children, are still the major production strategy. Hunt (1978:349) 

observed "From what I saw, tiuti are unable or unwilling to show money 

among themselves in the same way chat they share material possession, 

including salttind clothing." He attributed this to the t-act that most 
e 

material o,oods are perishable or not easily concealed and therefore 

almost immediately enter the distribution network. bfoney , on the ocher 

hand, can be scored and concealed. 

Although this pattern of money being treated differently than other 

subsistence goods may be occurring among the Pygmy, it is not universal. 

Xsny Sorchvest Coast s'nd Polaris groups have readily incor?orsced money 
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la& poelatches and “give-sways. ” Gron et al.(1979:1099) point out that 

the Xasela of Brazil, vho are heavy participators in commercial exchange, 
-1 

use money to meet ceremonial. obligations. 

Recently in alternative perspective or the individudlism-attenuation 

model discussed above has been offered by Gross et dL (1979). Based OP 

stlldy of four SraziU.s groups vith different emiroumental couditfous 

and ties to the commercbl ecaomy, these authors suggest t&t market . 

a participation is a fuactfon prinarily of ehncroachmexxt, circumscription, 

radeotorizatioa, aad habitual-degradation forcing people to turn to new 

techniques, tools, and actirfties to meet subsistence needs. Further, 

their findings indicate little support for the view that the irzestible 

lure of trade goods is what attracts Xatfvc peoples tra market exchange. 
. 
Finally, even in the face of sigtiicant ma&et interaction by NO of 

the groups, Gross ec a.I. (1979:1097) fouPd that "preservation of native 

culture seem uot only to contribute to survival by maintaining group 

identity but also by ordering social behavior.&d exchange is 4 concretely 

'beneficial fashioa." 

In sum, although many studies indicate that counzercial exchange of 

subsistence products can lead to contraction of subsistence distribution 

and eschange networks, there are also cases in which this does 301: 

occur. It appears that an ixoortant variable is whether it does or does 

not occur is the degree CO which decl 232 of resources or environnenral 

drgzsd3tlon aczoxpzmfes the coruezcia.l exchange of subsistence products. 
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Notes to Part I 

1. The terms formalist and substantivist are derived from Polanyi, who 

traced the division to the work of Austrian economist Karl Xerger. 

Polanyi uses the term “formal” to refer to the "Logical character 

of the means-end relationship" and the term "substantive" to mean 

"an Fnstirutionalized process of interaction which functions to 

provide material means in society." A formalist, then, supports 

the universal validity and applicability of conventional economic 

theory. A substantivist denies its universal applicability, claiming 

that it is germane only to industrial-commercial societies or 

commercial sectors of preindustrial societies where, among other 

things, a price-making.mechanism is available to fix the relationship 

between supply and demand. 

2. The substantive view is not totally foreign to conventional economists 

as the following quotation from Boulding (1970:6) indicates: 

In some fields the 'less or more' may be less nicely calculated 
than in the market place, though one sometimes wonders after 
studying the exotic behavior of banks, corporations, and labor 
unions whether those phenomena could not be profitably studied 
with the techniques of the cultural anthropologist. Custom, 
habit, tradition, and ritual play in important part in the 
day-to-day activity of the most solemnly economic and ostensibly 
money-nd&q institutions... Indeed, it may well be that ehe 
saint-who knows t~hat spiritual goods he wants and who goes 
after them regardless of how many norms of conventional behavior 
he shatters --is closer co the pattern of economic man chcn is 
the frock-coated banker whose watch word is respeccsbilicy... 

3. There is a great deal of variation among historical materialists in 

the theoretical usage of chess terms. 



4. Polanyi accepts the premise that there are societies iawhSch the 

ei=onomy is not embedded in the social structure, namely capitalist 

societies (Cook 1973:514). 
-1 

5. A similar cry for attention to consumption has sounded from the 

symbolic camp in Xary Douglas' and Baroa Isherwood's recent work 

The World of Goods (1979). 

./ 

. 

6. Polanyi's formulation of the principal of recfptocity in his first 

opus The Great Transoortatioa (1944:47) appears to be derived 

. 

7. 

solely from the works of YeJ.inowski and Richard Thurnwald, an early 
. .' 

British economic anthropologist, and uot from Xauss. 

Pryor's modification is based on "the exclusion of most 'social 

invisibles' that are often invoked by the participants or by observers 

to be the counterflows vhich"balaace' a flow of goods and sewices," 

(Pryor 1977:28). Tlae "social invisibles" he clearly implicates are 

deference, respect, prestige, protection, and recognition. Although 

it is important to mak‘e this distinction to escape from the tautologies 

of the social exchange theorists such as Heath and Schneider vho 

assum a priori a "balance" in transactions and the post hoc seek 

elements co balance the exchange. Pryor precipitously Cestzoys the 

possibility of any social excknge theory. Such a position is 

excessive. 



3 
8. Sahlins has an unusual definition of af fluence-"By the commm 

understanding, an.affl.uent society is one in which all the people's 

material wants are easily satisfied" (Sahlins 1972:1), It is a 

psychological definition tied to satisfaction rather than an empirical 

definition tied to the measurement of quantities. 

9. Transfers can be benevolently inspired (parents gifts Co children) 

or malevolently inspired (theft, exaction of tribute) (Pryor 1977:3G). 

10. They also go on co say that potlatches are actually staged by one 

group and involve another invited group and interpret this as an 

ack.nowledgement by the individual being potlatched or staging the 

potlatch of the claims of the group over his individual claims. 
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FART II, DISTRIBUTION AND XGEUGE OF SWSISTZNGZ 

RESODR~S IN AIASICA 
. 

Introduction 

. . . 
BBvfew of Alaskan ethnographic literature reveals chat subsistence 

systems in Ala&a are characterized by many dtiferent types of distri- 

bution patterns. Analysis of the circulation'of goods and serpices or - 

subsistence resources in ALaslea reveals the relatfonshfp between ecouomic . 
systems axad non-economic institutions. In man7 instances the task of 

distinguishing between purely economic and cultural'functfans of distri- 

bution-is at best imprecise. Customs and values affect the interplay 

becgeen economic behavior and social relations, and culturally deter- 

mined rules and regulations govern the transfer of goods from production 

co consunption or utilization. rilaskan distribution systams involving 

subsistence resources also include pure economic transactions in uhich 

the movement of goods is initiated for the principal value derived from 

the produc: itself. The literature also reveals that each sociery is 

governed by vargi-nq patt+rrts of distribution which regulate intarnal as 

well as intertribal exchange. The mechanisms for the circulation of 

resource products in Alaska are classified under the followiq general 

headings: 

I. Ceremonial distriburion 

2. Sharing 

.- 



3. Partnership 

4. Trade 

5. Commercial exchange 

Ceremoaid. Distribution 

One of .the most prevalent forms of resource distribution in Alaska, 

and certainly the form which captures the attention of most ethnographers, 

occurs under the rubric of ceremonial distribution. The circulation of 

goods is embedded within social and cultural institutions. Although the 

economic aspect is significant, ceremonial activities often overshadow 

the importance of the distribution of goods. Alaskan societies afford 

striking examples of varying types of ceremonial gift giving. However, 

the most prevalent elements generally associated with ceremonial distri- 

bution are: 

1. Feasting 

2. Rites of distribution 

3. Prestige and status 

TLINGIT, HAIDA, TSIXSHIAN 

Perhaps the most classic ceremonies associated with the circulation 

of goods are those practiced by the Indians of southeast Alaska. The 

lavish potlatch ceremonies sponsored by the Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian 

have been reported in the literature dating from early contact until recent 

times. The economic aspects of the exchange of resource goods and 

services within the potlacch involve the consumption and distribution of 

enormous amounts of fish, shellfish, meat, oil, seaweed, plants, and 

, 
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berries. Niblack (1970) reported that all kinds of personal and house- 

hold propercy, including blankets, dishes, pots, hives, spoons, canoes, -7 

=w=s, w=, ammuaitiou, garments, furs, mirrors, and mouey, are gfven 

as gFfts dur?rlg potlatch seresonies. Formerly, slaves were also given 

to t$ch and powerful visitors. Billman (1969) reported that in 1877 

approximately 1,500 Tlfngit participatei Fa a potlatch which lasted four 

weds. The Sitka Tlingit hosted the Kake Tlingit and veze respousible .- I 

for faeding their gucuts dur-fng the entire tima they remained k S1t.k. . 

In addition to the vast amounts of subsistence food consumed, the guests 

also received expensive gifts. The foUoving esaqle, which aLso 
- 

occurred during this potlatch,_iU.ustrate the interrelationship vhich 

,adsted between social re.Latiozm and business transactions. A clan , 

chief signaled that the time had arrived for debts to be paid by beating 

on a dz-zm. The previous year's sister had given her brot!zer's w3fe a 
. 

_ 

very valuable gift and now the brother was to repay his brother-in-law, 

adding a percentage (iU.Uaan 1969). A person’s social status -creased 

according co the percent added to the original debt. 

Oberg (L973) provided us vfth an ecouomic analysis of the potlatch. 

He reported chat poclatch goods are derived from the surplus of economic 

goods through exchange and also through the practice of borrowing. 

These debts vere paid bat'- h with approxLmarely 20 percent interest. 

Although no definite time limit for repayment was establfshed, the 

. . 

borro-der would lose prestige if the debts were not repaid in a reason- 

able period. The early practice was to borrow fish oil, furs, money, 

and orxments to purbase slaves, coppers, and blankets-the grlrJar.7 

poclacch pif:s. In Later petiods, blmkets and money uere borrowed and 

used as ihe potlL,tch gizts. Oberg Toincs out t5e distinction bet-.een 
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the economic transaction of borrowing and lending and ceremonial distri- 

bution in the potlatch. when blankets were borrowed and returned with 

interest, it was a commercial transaction. However, in the potlatch 

these same blankets have an Fmportant social. and cultural value. 

Codere (1950) pointed out #at potlatches are more than a single 

avent. The distribution of property is a recurrent climax in an endless 

cycle of accumulating property, distributing it in a potlatch, receiving 

property, and once again accumulating and distributing it. Also associ- 

aced with tSe ceremonial exchange of gtits are ceremonial s-ices, such 

as assisting with invitations to potlatches or in funeral semices. The 

ceremonial exchange of goods azid services is a series of reciprocities 

between clans. Potlatches are sponsored to provide the dead with food 

and clothing and CO honor their memory, to dedicate and name new or 

renovated tribal houses, . to exhibit new clan regalia, and to validate 

the assumption of a new name or title (de Laguna 1972). Although pot- 

latches are not held to the extent they formerly were, southeastern 

Alaska Indians do continue to sponsor them. 

During August 1980, a Peace Ceremony was held at Haines. This was 

as a symbolic gesture to reclaim a traditional area owned by the Chilkoot 

Tlingits, to protest the desecration of significant landmarks (such as 

Deer Rock and Loon Rock) and burial grounds, and to express concern for 

the protection of natural resources and habitat. Prior to the Peace 

Ceremony, several hundred visitors (including Tlingit and non-Tlingit) 

feasted on dry fish, smoked fish, seal. oil, eulachon oil, seaweed, and 

herring eggs which had been gathered by members of Raven clans. 

A poclatch was held at the Alaska Native Brotherhood Ha11 in Haines 

during which members of Raven' clans distributed gifts to members of 
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Eagle clans (Tlingit & Hafda Tribal news, 19801.. I participated in this 

potlatch and received a box coatdining both Tlingit and store-bought 

I 

-7 

food, blankets, towels, scarfs, and $227 from seven differ-t fxdidduals. I 

In addirica, salson, seaweed, and berries were served. Daanaawaak " 

(&stix,Harmond) distributed $5,020, of which $4,000 uas his personal. 

money and $1,020 was given to him by various members of his OM clan and 

other Raven clans. The tot& amount of money dlstributad among the -, 
1 

Eagles vas $8,312, and each also received a box of 'goads. _' 

'.. T 

ATEMASKM - I 

Van Stone (1974) suggested that the Alaskan hthabaskans transformd 

-the potlatch cuezony from a community or clan-based rite to an essen- 

tially individualistic one. He hypothesized that this might be related 

to the limited availability of surplus food Fn the western Athabastin 
. 

area. Van Stone noted that the Upper Tanana potlatch was similar to 

t*hac of the Tahltan, Carrier, Han, Ataa, and Tlingit In that on the 

surface it was a feast of the dead but in reality, a mesns for achieving 

prestige. Less formalized potlatches were also given by the Tanana, 

Koyukon, Ingalik, and Kutchin. Townsend (1970) reported that the Tanafza 

Athabashns also held potlatches to honor the dead as veil as living 

'persons and to legizioize marriages. According to XcXennan (195?), the 

Upper Tanana poclacch is a gift-giving festival in honor of a dead 

relative, and unlike the Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian poclatch, the .f 

gf;'cs bear no inceres: nor are they returned. He indicsted cSat rival- 

ries becueen individuals prospced the sponsoring of more elaborate 

feasC.s Co achieve Leadership. 

?icS+nnan also noted char the poclarcb stizzulatrs reci?mciry beween 

dir'='arenc social units. Funeral ?re?atacions are conducted by neabers 



9 of a dffferent phratry than that of the deceased. Members of the deceased 

phratry are obligated to distribute gifts to those who assist in the 
. 

burial. He noted that in the modern period, members of the deceased's 

phratry but a different clan also receive gifts, though not as many as 

the members of the clan which handled the funeral. According to McKennan, 

a potlatch during 1929-30 was considered small if $2,000 worth of prop- 

erty were distributed. The largest potlatch reported among Upper Tanana 

people involved the distribution of goods worth nearly $20,000. Property 

distributed included blankets, rifles, cloth, skins, furs, and food (Van 

Stone 1974; Grab&n 1973). McKennan (1959) did not elaborate on the 

types of food semed and distributed during a potlatch, but he noted 

-that a "potlatch-man" would fill his cache with foodstuffs. MCK2XlMn 

did report that the people of the Upper Tanana serve boiled strips of 

fat sheep meat, but we can assume from other types of feasts that are 

conducted among the Athabaskans that moose, bear, caribou, and fish are 

also important potlatch foods. 

Townsend (1970) reported that in the modern period potlatches are 

no longer held to establish status or validate marriages. The following 

account (Loyens 1964) reported in detail about a modern potlatch held in 

Kalcag in 1963. The potlacch was held to honor two deceased men and was 

an intervillage affair lasting a week. Moose meat, "Xacive ice cream" 

(snow, salmon berries, seal oil, and deer tallow), pilot bread, cake, 

cookies, and cigarettes were served and distributed as gifts to the 

guests. The individuals who assisted in the burials were also paid in 

goods for their services during the potlatch ceremony. 
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In addition to potLatches, the Athabaskan groups tiS0 sponsor SerieS 
7 

of feasts at various times throughout the year. 7pless feasts often 7 

involve only local village members, but several are held with che.eqress 

purpose of inviting neighboring viLlages. Reciprocity, kzcludinp cere- 

monia.L gift-o,iviag between two or more villages, is traditional. Large 

L\ 

-. 
~CCIXLLLS~O~S of subsistence foods are necessary since guests are fed 

for several. days. They are also given gifts, including subsistence and 

commercial goods. Feasts are held for a variety of reasons, ranging 

from FndivFiiual Life crisis, significant ermironmentail. e~~eszs, or the 

first catch of an important fish or animaJ.. The social and culturall 

rises of the feasts tend to dtmFnlsh their economic value, but their 

frequency, the number guests (who are fed for several days), and the 

ceremouid. gifts of resource goods indicate that the cumulative economic 

value of these feasts is significant. 

-- 

-.T 

Osgood and other ethnographers who conducted field work in Alash 

during the 1930's and 1940's provided a representative sample of the 

various types of feasts involM.~~g ceremonial exchange of subsistence 

goods among the ht.Sabaskan groups. Some of the feasts listed below have 

been abandoned. For example, the King Salmon Cqemony, whicS cele!kated 

the first fish caught, has not been practiced since the introduction of 

fishwheels because it was no longer possible to decemnine the first 

salxon caught (Sdlivan 1942). 

IngA.ik (Osgood 1958) 

The Feast of the Eclipse 

Feast of the Firs: Saizon 

Wolverine Feas:s 
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Wolf Ceremony _ 

Eskimo Bear Ceremony 

Putting Down For First Game 

Putting Down For a Second Name 

Putting Down For Labrets 

The Partner's Potlatch 

The Mask Dance 

The Bladder Ceremony 

Koyukon (Sullivan 1942) 

Duck Hunt Feast 

King Salmou Ceremony 

Wolverine Feasts 

Midwinter Celebration 

Big Feast (unnaned, held in spring) 
. 

Chandalar Kutchin (XcKennan 1965) 

Lunar Eclipse Festival 

Birth of Child 

' Boy's First Killing of Game 

Marriage 

Ditcurai (Successful Hunt) 

Story-telling. Contests 

Vunca Kutchin (Bolikci 1963) 

Birth of First Child 

First Kill 
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Arrival of First King Salmon 

Moose Feast 

. 

Tanalna (Osgood 1933) 

Rite of First Salmon 

I Upper Tanana (McYennan rss9> 

Ulnt er Fes tivd. 

Han (XcXennan 1959) 

Winter Festival 

The ethxographic literature describing cereaonfat exchange among 

the AXeut is not as extensive as that for other cultural groups, but we 

know from several sources, that the distribution of gifts within cere- 

monies was an i.&egal parr of early aboriginal Aleut life (Coxe 1966, 

Lantis 1970, Reubel 196i). Lantis (19471 reported t&hat Aieur ceremonialiss 

resezablod Northwest Coast, or the Tlingit, Eaida, and Tsimshian of soutb- 

east ~aska. She cited a greater prominence of potlatching in contrast 

to gift exchange. 

A cranslacicn of early Russian material (circa 1763) noted tSat 

incerislmd 5ea.st.s vere common (CO:CE 1966). Veniaminov repotted that 

botS formal and info-1 feasts were s?onsoted. He did not offer a 

description of informal f casts excqc to note that they were private. 

He described Eorxal festivals as alcarnatfng betyJeen one settlameoc and 

, 

anotSer. The Eeas:s were sponsored by the entire village, and alnost 



every inhabitant gave their entire food supply away (Spauiding 19S.S). 

Reubel (1961), drawing on earlier ethnographic reports, described an 

"Asking Festival." During the ceremonial rite of exchange, an indivi- 

dual holding a wand would request a specffic gift from someone of the 

opposite sex. Apparently, the individuals exchanging gifts are COP- 

sidered parrners or hold a temporary relationship to one another. They 

would continue to exchange gifts in succeeding years at the same festi- 

Vd.. Spaulding (195.5) disputed Ve&aminov's claim that Aleuts abandoned 

feasts and festivals at the time they became Christianized. He reported 

that in 1952 his informants described feasts which were held Fn Akutan 

which were similar to those described by Veniaminov. 

YUPIK-IX&UT 

Four cultural provinces are distinguished among the Yupik and 

Inupiat (collectively called' Eskimos)-the Northwest Interior, Bering 

Strait, Seward Peninsula to Kuskokwim River, and Pacific Coast. Lantis 

(1947) excplained the particularities of each of these areas on routine 

contact with surrounding major culture areas and by local development 

within the above identified culture province. 

Lantis' (1947) survey on Inupiat-Yupik ceremonialism provided an 

exhaustive analysis of the cultural elements (noneconomic) of cere- 

monialism. She classifies ceremonialism into three categories. The 

first includes ceremonies at life crises, memorial feasts, secret, and 

society performances which are involved with individual life crises; the 

second for building, war, and the celestial phenomena (usually small and 

disparate); and the third was associated with hunting. Boat launckng 
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ceremonies initiated the hunting seasons. 

rites included first fruit rituals and the 

of game. 

The Great Hunting Festivals were held 

Minor hunting and fishing 

cults of individual species -- 

for large numbers of people 

and were directed toward spirits controlling the animals. The coastal 
-” 

Inupiat and Yupik cermonies focused ou seal, bear, whale, and WL&JS. 

In the interior of uort.hwest ALaska, the fox, wolf, and wolverlsle were - -\ 

rlso considered important. Lantis (1947) reported th;it all ceremonies , 
---I 

connected with hunring were stressed. The first catch; boat-l.aunctig 

for hunting celebrations after the hunt; returning of the head, bones, 

or bladder of the slain animd.to the sea; and entertaining the spirits 

that controlled the aniznals were all highly ceresmafdlized. The hunting 

* ceremonies were elaborate and characterized by feasting and gift distzf.- 

bution almost to the l&it of'the groups capacity to provide for the=. 
. 

In general, gift &change within ceremonies were of tr;o principal 

forms. The first was an exchange of presents which individuals had 

previously requested. The secoud was contribution of goods to a common _- 

.* pile which was distributed co all present at the feasts but particularly 

to the elderly. The prearranged gift exchanges occurred' bet-deen the 

sexes, betTeen t-m stdes of the cereaonial houses or between two cere- 

monial houses within a community, and also bec-.Jeen communities. Lantis 

(1947) noted, chat the prearraqed gift exchange was characteristic of 

all of ?;estern Alaska. Although the literature does not present de- 

taiied information on econonic e.ucSnnge, other sources give additional 

Fnforxation about the economic elements or aspec:s of cerezonicl ex- 

change of resources in Inuoiac and Yupik ceremonias. 



According to Oswalt (1963) the most elaborate set of rituals 

performed by the Kuskokwim Yupik were associated with the "Great Cere- 

mony for the Dead." Be reported oa a feast which was held im 1887 at 

Napaskiak. Of the 706 participants, 580 were guests from other v&ages. 

During the first six days the visitors were fed aa estimated 2,880 

pounds of frozen fish, aa undetermined amount of dry fish, 14 large 

dishes of "native ice cream," and seal oF1 during the 6 day feast. 

Gifts were also distributed to the 580 guests. One elderly woman alone 

preseated the following: 

27 

21 

20 

23 

21 

40 

20 

pairs fish skin boots each with straw socks 

fish skin coats with fish skin bags 

fish skin bags 

grass baskets 

grass fish bags 

tin dippers 

small wooden buckets. 

One man gave 20 coils of rounded harpoon rope cut from sea lion skins 

and ivory attachments. Another man gave 2O.bags of seal oil, worth 

$2.50 according to prices paid by the traders. 

Various mechanisms were also initiated by the Inupiat and Yupik to 

facilitate resource exchange. Among some Yupik groups, old men exchanged 

their songs wirh different dancers for items they needed (Hawkes 1913). 

Iti other feasts women could ask for gifts they needed (Oswalt 1963). 

Birkec-Smith (1933) reported "extravagant" eating and distribution of 

gifts among the Sugpiaq (Chugach Eskimos). Ingstad (1954) noted that 
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the Nunamiut awarded skin tents to individuals who woa races during _- 

their Invitation Feast. Other presents distributed were fozk, wolverine, 

and wolf skins. Songs were sung about the presents which the guests 

would not receive. Gubser (1965) reported that ou rare occasions the 

Nunamiut (inland fnupiat) exchanged feasts with the Koyukon IndLms. 

Ray (1975) noted that products which were uot available within the 

boundaries of oat group were acquired from aeighbortig groups tbzough 

requests made Fn the Messeng+r feasts. Giddings reported on a Feast for 

the Dead held in Kobuk in 1941. Relatives who workad on a funeral were 
. 

paid with food and seal oF1 and clothes, which included beaver pants, 

martez‘skin parkas, and rawiifde lines. He also reported another feast 
- 

whicS lasted several days and included peaple from Shuqnak, Kotzebue, 

aad the lower Yukoa. Many of the traditional feasts are held concur- 

rently with American holidays, such as Fourth of July, Thanksgiving, and 

Christmas (Chance 1966). 

The most aocable resent report oa ceremonial distribution comes 

from southwestern Alaska. Rfordan (1980) reported oa three qqes of 

public ceremonial distribu:fon. The first one, the Spring Seal party, 

involved the distrfbution of seal meat and other goods from a woman to 

other women who are not her relatives. At the second, a Fall Fea.st, _. 

seal meat is again distributed. This may be either with or without 

'accompanying g ifts and a public mea 1. for older mea of the community. 
-.. 

A third ceremony, the Wincer Exchange Dance, is a t-Jo-phase event. 

During the first phase, uomen actirlg as 3en dance and give gifts to sen. 

In the second phase, men acting as vocen dance and present gifts co 

wozen of the village. Riordan zoted that during one month she att:ondcd 

70 seal parties. 'nor1 (L979, 1980) reported on the distribution of 
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whale meat, muktuk, caribou, and fish during cemerominies associated 

with whaling. 

Sharinq 

A survey of ethnographic literature describing modes of subsistence 

exchange in Alaska revealed that the concept of '*sharing" has been 

extensively used, particularly in reference to the Yupik and Inupiat and 

to a lesser degree among the Athabaskan. Price (1975) defined sharing 

as the allocation of economic goods and services without calculating 

returns. His analysis, which appears to be particularly relevant to 

Alaskan societies, found that most sharing takes place within a social 

'group that is small scale and personal in quality. He noted that there 

is generally face-co-face interaction of the same people over an extended 

period of time. The patterns of personal interdependency significantly 

influence the patterns of economic distribution, which are often initi- 

ated at an unconscious level. Sharing is also embedded within the 

social and cultural dimensions of the society and is expressed in ethical 

and religious systems. Although members of the group are cooperative 

1. 
J 

and interdependent, sharing tends to be unequal. 

TLINGIT, HAIDA, TSIXSHILU1 

According to the basic criteria outlined above for the circulation 

of goods through sharing, southeast tiaska Indians' distribution systems 

are not characterized by formal sharing attributes. However, informal 

sharing occurs through casual visiting patterns. For example, Sackect 

(1979) repotted visiting among families camped along the riverside 
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during'eulachoa smscm. According to Sackett, they were observed sharing - 

food, particularfy eulachon and eulachon oil during their visits. 
-. 

Internal e.xehange among the Tlfngit, Haida, and Tsimshian occurred 

through other mechanisms, such as the potlatch. Additionally, the house - 

and clan unit, which charac:eri.zed the southeast Alaska Indians soctil 

organizatiou, was also considered the ecouomic unit. In this case, 

goods procured by the economic unit were owned and shared by members of, 

that group. Stanley (1965) reported chat the Tlingit clan houses still 

exist in .Kake, Sitka, Jumau, Hoonah, and Klukvan. He.noted that they 

remain a focus for ceremonial and social life but did not refer to the 

economic activity associated with the house unit. His reference co 

. social function may refer to the hosting of potlatches. EarLier cfta- 

tions indicated that potlatches stFll seme as a mechanism for the 

distributioo of goods. In theory, ff the clan end house units are no 

longer'functioaing as economic unfts except through the potlatch, sharing 

would Intensify. 

The sharing of such big game; as caribou,‘ moose, and bears, accord- 

ing to some definite pattern of distribution, is customary among a 

number of .iLaskan Athabaskan groups. Among the Koyukon the successful 

hunter 3et.s the head and breast, and the remainder is divided ia equal 

shares among members of the band. Even if the hunter cakes game without 

any assiscznce, he still must share his cake. The eldest hunter re- 

ceives special consideration, such as sectin% the hide or' any beer 

taken. Each r3n takes cSe rabbits he kills during J rabbit drive, 
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whiizh involves several men; however, he is expected to share his catch 

with those who are less successful (Sullivan 1942). The Upper Tanana 

hunter who kills an animal is entitled to the hind quarter, the'ribs and 

hide goes to his partner, and the rest is shared with other members of 

the camp, particularly with those in need of assisrance (McRennan 

L959). The Kutchin hunter gives his haroest to a man of a different 

clan, who in turn provides a feast for the entire group (Gtaburn 1973; 

Osgood 1970). Graburn also indicated that individuals who owned caribou 

&rounds were entitled to share in caribou killed by ocher hunters who 

used the surround. However, Balikci (1963) noted that among the Vunta 

Kutchin the owner of the caribou surround was considered the owner of 

.a11 caribou taken and that he supervised sharing. Less successful 

hunting groups assembled near the successful and participated in con- 

sumption. Among the Peel River Kucchin, members of the poor class, who 

assisted wealthy men in the construction of caribou surrounds, could 

share in the distribution of meat following the successful harvest of 

caribou (Osgood 1970). The Vunta Kutchin also shared among themselves 

fish taken in fish traps. The shares were not distributed equally among 

the participants but depended on the size of the family. 

When a youth kills his first game he generally does not keep a 

portion; inscead, he shares it with various members of the community. 

The people of Tetlin hold chat caribou, sheep, rabbit, or any meat of 

any animal taken by a youth for the first time cannot be eaten by the 

boy or his family. Instead, the meat must be given co his ctoss-rela- 

tives. If the game is small, it is given together with two or three 

blankets without other cereaonies. If the parents of the youth who took 
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his first game or a daughter who picked her first berries are rich, they 

are expected to host a potlatch (Cuedon 1974). 

&cording to several researchers, the tradition of sharing remains 

strong among the Athabaskan groups. CauL2iel.d (1979) who condu&d 

field research Fn 1976-1977 in the Upper Yukon, found that moose and 
. 

other large game are commonly divided among households to insure chat 

everyone gets fresh meat. Eosley (1961) maintains that a basic feature 

of the social structure in the Upper Kuskokwim is sharing and cooper- 

ation. Food, wood, and even gasoline and money are shared. An indi- 

vidual who vorka alone and does not share his harvest is not considered 

a good member of the village. Among the Kutchin, the contemporary 

hunting unit is comprised of tco or three nor&in hunters. Most _fre- 

huently the harvest is still shared equally among members of the hunting 

unit. According to BaUkci (1963), the general rule among the Vunta 

Kutchin is that if game is abundant and everyone is able to hunt, sharing 

is restricted. However, if caribou are few, shard&g is ma.xi&.zed is- . 

mediately after the hunt. Later, after the meat is dried, seedy famiJ.ies 

receive food gifts from more fortunate relatives. Balikci's inforzants 

maintained chat caribou meal: had formerly been much more generously 

shared. Today, caribou is considered individual property, but moose 1s 

always shared throughout the settlement. 

The dis--' .,lbution of fish according to established sharing pactarns 

throughout the eneire community, originally regortcd for the 1733 :o 

1810 period by Lantis (19701, remains prevalent among Qeut communities 

(Spaulin3 1955; aerrezxan 19%). In the early aboriginal period., an 
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island chief was entitled to a share of every village hunt (Stein 1977). 

Two primary subsistence products, salmon and sea lions, are harvested 

through cooperative efforts and are' shared on a viLlagewide basis. A 

hunter generally keeps enough to maintain his own household, but he is 

expected to share with those who were less successful and to reseme 

shares for those to whom he has an obligation. 

Sharing is uniformly reported to be based on need and not an equal 

distribution throughout the community households. Berteman (1954) 

reported that although every man was capable of securing his own sea 

Ifon, they were always shared throughout the village. Even those house- 

holds thar didn't sand a representative were appropriated a share at the 

.time of butchering and division (Spauldfng 1955). Beneman (1954) 

reported that one community which took their salmon through seining, 

shared the salmon among only those who participated in seining. 

Berries and greens gathered by women in small, kin-related groups 

are shared according to the desires of each woman or may be used to pay 

off obligations. Egg collectin g is a communityvide effort. Eggs are 

pooled and distributed throughout the village. 

YUPIX-INIJT'IAT 

Noneconomic values which promote economic distribution through 

various sharing mechanisms are the most pronounced among the Inupiat and 

Yupik societies. Cultural values, socialization patterns, social status 

and prestige, idealogical beliefs, and even modern-day Christian church 

activities promote sharing of resource goods (Worl 1979). Sharing is . 

commonly noted as an integral aspect of hunting in almost all ethno- 

graphic literature relating to Yupik and Inupiac subsistence from the 
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earliest period to contemporary times. 

Btiket-Smfth (1933) reported that the Suqpiak considered meat to be 

common Troperry to be divided,e~ually among villagers. The Pdtugwik 

even shared the whales they caught with nearby vUJ.ages where the 

waters was too shallow for whales to e.nter. Although no incricate rules 

for division of whale meat existed, spectil rules for sharing baleen and 

skins did apply. Befu (1970) also reported that the Suaiaq of Kodiak 

Island distributad the meat of large animals such as seals, sea lions, 

and bears among aage members. 

Lantis (1946), who conducted her fieLdwork during 1939-1940, noted 

that ITunivak Yupik inteqersonal social obligatioas were continuously 
m 

discharged by wealthy men feeding the elderly and or@aas. Ln return, s 
these poor people would assist their benefactor in whatever manner they 

could. If an individual who ,was cutting and hanging fish MS apTroached 

by sooeone saying he aeeded fish, he had to comply tith the request. On 

the other hand, one must uot ask too often. Lantis maintained that each 

family or individuaJ. was independent, giving and receiving from others 

on the basis of a variety of personal needs or social consideratfons. 

Oswalt's (1963) work on Napaskiak described varous form of sharing. 

The men’s ceremonial house served as a center where orphans and visitors 

were fed. Gifts of food always enhanced one's ,prestige. Individuals 

were e-ecccd :a share with their family but not necessarily with the 

entire village. Oswalt noted that an extended family auincained subsistmce 

obligations *Jith each other, such as the cotmon use of equipment and a 

cocxm cache. 

Sharin3 of subsistezce resources anong the St. Ljvrence Island 

Siberian Yupik cook several Eorz~s. One of the xost unique pactems 

occurred with zarz:t-,e. Once a couple decided on marriage, the ptos?ective 



groom began to work for his future father-in-law. His pr&nary obll- 

gation was to sewe as a crew member in his future fatherfin-law's boat. 

The usual period was from two to three years. The groom work require- 

ment is retained in the present culture but is significantly shorter, 

lasting from six months to a year (Hughes 1960). (I conducted field 

work at Gambell in the spring of 1980. I reported Fp a film entitled 

"The Elusive Whale," produced by the University of Alaska, Arctic Environ- 

mental Information and Data Center in 1981, that a young man who married 

during the period I was there was obligated to give his share of whale 

fromthis father's boat to his father-in-law. He was also serving his 

year of servitude to his father-in-law). Hughes also reported that this 

-first step in the marriage process began with the distribution of gifts 

to the girl's father and clansmen. He discussed subgroups in Gambell, 

which are distinguished as ramka or clans. The &mary functions of 
. 

these groups is to share meat and other food among its members. Although 

meat is shared freely with anyone who asks for it, clansmen receive 

preferential distribution. Clanswomen also provide services to boat 

captains by sewing walrus hide covers onto a boat frame. The captain 

gives a gift of meat or a useful article from the hunt at a' later date. 

Bogojavlensky's dissertation research (1969) among the King Islanders 

and Diomeders from 1966 through 1968 provides us greater detail and 

current data about sharing patterns governing the distribution of walrus. 

At Diomede, walrus is sorted in piles separating the tongues, flippers, 

and meat. The captain gets the first choice and as much as he desires; 

and the rest is divtded among crew members. The captain and the owner 

of the outboard motor keep one half of all the ivory, and the rest is 
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divided equally among the crew, includizig any of the captain's SOPS tier 

the age of twelve. The captaFn map also appropriate alL the cow hides. 

He may also alldw a faft!zful crew mezaber to take a hide, but the captain 

resains the right to take back the hide once the crewman's wife has 

split the skin, 

The wives and mothers of King Island creds, on the other hand, 

maintain the right to distribute the walruses. Distribution among the 

crev members is equal. The captain generally receives a larger share 

since his boat and sons also receive shares. However, his tie T&U. 

redfstribute shares among the wives of the crev manbers (or prw-fde . 
large wooden trays of.cooked meat to members of the crew) during the 

.- 
winter months. King ZsLnd captains also retain full rights to cov 

- 
(fez&e walrus) hides except that they are more fnclined to grant one 

hide to tua crew members. 

Yupik and Lnupiat societies are characterized by formalized ties 

regulated sharing. Some of the d&stri3ution patterns, specifically 

those relating to bowhead whales, are even codified and reviewed annually 

(Spencer 1969; Vanstone 1962; Worl 1980). Contemporary sharing patterns 

among the InuTiac have been described in many sources. uhl (1979) 

reported the necessity to share specialized and expensive equipment 

among friends, and sharing is also extended to include non-Inupiat 

'members of northwestern villages. Saario (1966) observed skilled and 

successful hunters sharing with needy individuals. He also noted thar 

caribou, vdhich vere hunted coraunally, were shared equally. ?fil‘xl 

(1964) revealed that the ?rnctfce of whaling captains provfding their 

crew sezbers with food sumives into the present per',od. Anderson 

(1977) nocad that inland-coastal pat:exs cf sharing are still mafn- 
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rained. De found,that individuals in Kiana received supplies of seal 

oil. from their relatives in Kotzebue. 

Lantis (1946) reported that patterns of formalized sharing of 

walrus occurred among the Nunivak Yupik. If two hunters took a walrus, 

it was divided equally. If three men were involved, the first two 

divfded the walrus bide lengthwise and the third man got the tusks. If 

a fourth man parzicipared, he received the stomach. Other intricate 

rules applied and were determined by who scored the first on a serious 

shot. Age also appeared to be a factor in dividing the walrus. Lantis 

noted that there were no rules for division of a whale found dead or 

caught in a aet. Oswalt (1963) also noted that Kuskokwim.Yupik divided 

beluga whale and seals according to established patterns. Ray (1966) 

reported that the hunters at St. Michael divided the whale among the 

hunters who captured the whale, the larger share going to the hunter who 

was responsible for the kill. Those who assisted in hauling in the 

whale were also entitled to a share, and bystanders received a small 

portion for immediate consumption. The tail was saved for a feast in 

which it was distributed among the guests. 

Formalized patterns of sharing also governed the distribution of . 

whales among the St. Law-rence Island Siberian Yupik (Hughes 1960). The 

traditional pattern of sharing was based on differential distribution. 

-The amount a crew received was determined by the order in which the 

boats struck the whale. The order of the first four boats striking the 

whale was formalized in a series of titles. During the period in which 

Hughes conducted his field work, the pattern of division changed to 

provide for equal distribution, and the basic unit of division was the 

household. 
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Kfvalina hunters, who c ommunally ham-ted beluga In 1959 through 

1961, ditidad them among all family units according to established -1 

i 

customs. The tail flukes of the first beluga takan each mason w&e 

cue into strips, and each child in the village receives a portion. 

Saaxio (1966) also report& that Kival.fna whalers travclled to Point > 

Eapc and returned with 2,300 pounds of bowhead whale to share amongst 

thenseLves. 

.lUJ.ax (1964) reported that among the Wafnvright people, whale, 

walrus, seals, axd even coal harvested OP organized hunts were shared 

according to definite des. Crew members, helpers, the umiaq (boat) 
. 

cap Cain, and needy and old people were entitled to formal shares. Milan 

'aLso noted that a minister who was preoccupied l ith oeher tasks COP- 

tributed $50 to a crew. He, in turn, received a proportionate share of 

the whdLe. Wan found that the traditional pacterza of shartig walrus . 

had chansed. For example, if an daq has an outboard motor attached, 

the captain is entitled to receive both walrus tusks, penis bone, a shara 

of the zxeat for himsel,F and an additional share for the boat. If the 

'umfaq does not have a motor, the tus'ks are sold an@ the proceeds are 

divided equally among the crew. If a bearded seal is taken by an umiaq 

with a motor, the captain receives the skin, otherAse the skin is cue 

up for boat sales or is sold, and :he boat sales or money is divided 

among the hunters. 

Karl (1979, 1980) describad the form1 distrfbucion patterns of the 

bos;head srhala uichin six communities. She noted that although the 1 

po ssessary law 3ives title co the capcain uho fired the first bomb, the 
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distribution codes in essence establish the caqt& as the trustee. The 

distribution codes dictate disposition of the whale and establish the 

vested interest of the crew. Worl also made a distinction between the 

“initial” and "secondary" distributions. The initial distribution of 

the whale occurs among the whaling crews that assisted in caking the 

whale, and the secondary distribution occurs throughout the annual . 

series of ceremoaies. 

Partnership 

The circulation of subsistence resources through the establishment 

of a formalized partnership between individuals is an effective method 

to obtain goods which are not r-eadily available in one region. Although 

partnerships existed among all cultural groups within Alaska, they 

appear to have been most prevalent among the Inupiat, Yupik, and Athabaskan. 

For southeastern Alaska Indians, alliances between clans were more 

dominant than partnerships between individuals. Individuals did establish 

trading partnerships, but generally it was between clans which had 

trading relations. 

The major characteristic of partnerships is that they are volun- 

tarily established between two individuals who are not related. Partner- 

ships generally persist throughout an individual's lifetime. An indi- 

vidual may also have more than one partner. Partnerships are generally 

established with individuals of the same sex. Although social or ritual 

elemenes may be involved in partnerships, the primary function is eco- 

nomic. Some partnerships are instituted between individuals who have 

access to different ecological resources. 'They are primarily oriented 

to cha exchange of goods and services. Individuals will seek out a 
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person who can provide particular goods and/or services. Partners are - 

d-acted to share generously with each other (Burch 1970; Graburn and 

Spaag 1973). 

The partxetshfp is a common feature of northern . Athabaskan social 

organization, with two types Wbited among several groups. One fors 

of partnershlpvas established primarily forhunttig and the other ex- 

plfcitly for trading goads. The Eyak distinguished tvo types of partner- 

ships based OP kinship (Birket-Scoith and deLaguna 1938). Temporary or 

short-tern parmershfps were also established amoog the Athabaskans. 

The Peel River Rutchin establfshed tamyorary hunting partnerships. 

khey preferred fnditiduals vho were related but did choose par+ners 

from other clans. According to Osgood (1970), the ki.~% relationship 

insured a greater share of the killer's portioo of the game. The second 

type of partnership among the Peel RLver KLltch3.n was a specti bond 

between two individuals. Not everyone entered into this type of re- 

lationship. The economic obligation between these partners iacluded the 

right to expect the greatest materLa1 assistance possible. The Fort 

Yukon Kucchin also had two form, includiq a hunting partnership and 

anotSer relationship in whicS the partners vere able to take anything 

baloaging to their partner. These special relationships vere also Icnovn 

to be escabl.ished with Eskimos (Osgood L970). 

The Tanaina also recognized t?Jo r'orns of partnership. qne type was 

esxblishcd butucen wealcSy men xho vere of the ,opposite zoiet-] and 

was mtablished as a protective alliance. Partners vere exQecced to 
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protect one another when visfting. These partnerships were formalized 

with the exchange of valuable gifts (such as a sea otter parka) followed 

by a potlatch. The second, more common type of partnership.was .for 

hunting, in which hanested game shared between the two (Osgood 1933). 

The Chandalar Kutchin, Upper Tanana and Koyukon established partner- 

ships based on friendship. The Koyukon recognized one partner as being 

senior, and he acted as the leader in common ememrises, such as the 

constntction of fish wheels (Sullivan 1942). The Upper Tanana partner- 

ship enabled the partners CO use each other's hunting camp ff hunting 

was poor in their own area &.Kennan 1959). The Chandalar Kutchin 

established partnerships within the ban+ and another with neighboring 

groups. Partnerships with neighbciring groups were recognized by mutual 

exchange of presents (XcUnnan 1965). 

Partnerships among the Yupik and Inupiat were quite common and 

continue to persist in essentially the traditional form. Burch (1970) 

reported that in northern Alaska individuals have at least one trading 

partner, and many are involved in several. New partnerships continue to 

be established. 

Lantis (1946) reported that Nunivak partners exchanged gifts during 

ceremonies that they could never have obtained by their own effort. 

Ager (1980), who conducted fieldwork in Tununak in 1973, reported chat 

women were responsible for the distriburion of meat and most locally 

manufactured goods. A woman shared the food she collected and exchanged 

gifts with her partner. Ager noted that partnership exchanges were a 
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primary mechanfsm for mobU.iky of resources and goods beyouii the family 
_ 

circle. The St. Lawrence Siberian Yupik institutfoualized partnerships 

between men of differeat clans. Partnersh were expected co share goads 

and assist oue another (Hughes 1960). 

Rae Inupiat estabLished both hunting and trading partnerships. 

Hunting partners assisted one another and shared their harvest. Pro- 

ducts uot available within tribal boundaries were acquired through 

trading parmers. In additiou, partners alsa exchanged gifts (Ghance 

1966; Giddings L961; MiJ.aa 1964; Ray 197s). 

Anderson (1977) provided examples of recent partnership activities. 

He repotted chat several K.&ma residents went to Point Hope in 1975 to 

- . attend the spring whaling feast. They brought tith the?n dried white 

fish, half-dried fish, dried meat, and frozen berries. They stayed at 

the homes of their trading partners and received muktuk (whale blubber). 

Anderson noted t.hac intervillage exchange among the inLand villages 

aloag the Kobuk River occurred through parnerships. Widowed wamez with 

no kiz established partnerships wirh fezale friends who uould share near: 

from game hurxed by her husband. Anderson described the following dif- 

ferent types of partnershlps. 

I. Fishing partnerships bemeen vamen 

2. Parzzerships beween women srho participare in joix activi:fes 

such as berry picking and plant gat.4eriq 

3. Transitory partnerships to coopemce in subsistence , 

acrivities 

4. Hunting partners 

5. Ttsding partnerships 

a. Parcnerships co help with services 
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Trading among Alaska Native societies was an ecoaomic mechanism to 

obtain subsistence resources which ‘were not available locally. The 

literature reveals that trade flourished among all groups. Contact with 

Westerners intensified trade and changed the economic value patterns of 

aboriginal groups. Trade was interPUage and intertribal as veU. as 

interconri.nental. Trade netwrks and routes were well recognized, and 

in some regions definite trading caters were established. While trading 

might be accompanied by ceremonies, ritual, or other social activities, 

the primary objective MS and Fs economic- CO acquire goods which are 

not available in oue’ s own group. The exchange of one commodity for 

another might be according to established ratios or by actual bargaining. 

Although Alaskan ethnography is replete with accounts of trading trans- 

ac dons, the literature (vith the exception of few accounts) does not 

generally indicate the varth of a commodity in terms of other commodities. 

Therefore, the degree of interdependence between trading groups is difficult 

to ascertain. 

TLI?IGlT, HAIDA, TSIXSHLAN 

Trading vas an important feature of Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian 

economies. These groups initiated trade within their ovn tribal group, 

among themselves, and with neighboring tribes. Early Russian, English, 

and American traders uniformly reported that they were highly skillsd 

traders and conducted their business transactions according to definite 

procedures. 
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Slave trade was particularly important to the Tsimshiaa aad Haida * .e. 

until it was outlawed by the government. Slave trade persisted into the 

1860's (Van Den Brbk 1974). According to Oberg (1973), to obtain slaves 

the Haida and Tsimshiaa either raided the vU.Lges of Puget Sound and at 

the mouth of the Fraser River or obtained thma from the Kwakiutl, who 

al.so raided this area. 

The basic exchange patterns among the southeast Indians involved 

trade berzeen those groups living 00 the islands and those living on the 

mainrand. The mainland villages situated along rivers undertook expe- 

ditiona fnto the Interior to trade with the Athabaskans. A north and 

south trade also occurred. The Tlfngit travelled several hundred miles 

,to trade with the Zaida and Tsimshian. During the fur tradfag era they 

undertook voyages of a thousand miles to Victoria and Puget Sound trading 

posts. Travel north dpd Fnto‘the Interior was to such places as CopTet 
1 

and Vhi:e rivers. Trade into the Intasior was monopolSzed by certain 

clans~aad viEages vho na"Lztained excLusive trading rights vith the 

At,habaskans. 

The materials traded vere the outcome of re@onal and ecological 

differentiation. TSe islanders produced dried venisou, seal oil, dried 

htiibut, dried ki7;s sation, dried herring, dried algae, cJ,ams, mussels, ' 

sea urchins, herr2.q egas, and numerous other sea products. They ex- > 

changed their surplus goods vith mainland villagers vho produced rabbi:, 

mar30 t , moose hides, furs, eulachon oil, drisd eulschan, cranberries 

preserved in oil, sheep horn spoons, Chilkac blankets, and spruce root 

baskets. The minlmd Indians obtained from the Xthabaskns pte?ared 

, 

loose hides, decoraced moccasins, birchwood bovs vound vi:h porcupine 
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8-9 and prepared caribou hide. They also obtained placer copper, 

which was highly prized as a potlatch item. The Athabaskan obtained 

cedar bark'baskets, fish oil, iron, and shall ornaments (Oberg 1973; 

Olson 1936). 

Oberg (1973) noted that it is difficult to measure the degree of 

interdependence between the groups. Ariicles such as copper shields, 

Chilkat blankets, and abalone shell ornaments were of the highest value 

In potlatches, yet these articles were produced oaly in special regions. 

Wearing apparel of moose and caribou hide was universally worn by south- 

east Indians, yet there were no moose on the islands where the greatest 

number of Indians were concentrated. Eulachon oil was universally used 

by all southeast Indians and preferred over seal oil. The Tsimshian 

'specialized in extracting this oiJ.. 'The large cedar canoes used by the 

Tlingit were made by the Eaida and Tsimshian. Oberg reported that the 

arriva!, of white men into the trading scene changed the economic value 

of furs, with the value decreasing in the following descending order. 

Before White Men 

sea otter 

marten 

beaver 

otter 

black fox 

cross fox 

mink 

wolverine 

wolf 

bear 

Arrival of White Men 

sea otter 

black fox 

cross fox 

beaver 

marten 

otter 

mink 

wolf 

wolverine 

bear 
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Niblack (1970) reported that Port Simpson at the head of DFuoa. , 

. htrance MS the greet emporium of trade far the surrounding region. In . .__( 

Septmber of 1841 approximately 14,000 Eaida, Tlingit, and Tsimshian met 

there to trade. The Tsimshian served as the middlemen for the south to 
Y 

uortS trade. They were considered the great traders Is oil and grease 

prepared from eulachou, seal blubber, deer, and goat flesh. One blanket 

brought LO to I.5 pounds of euJ.achoa grease or oil in the late 1880'3. 

After the depletion of the sea otter by the Russians, the Raida cultivated 

potatoes and traded 500 to 800 bushels a seasou. The Haida also traded 

tith the TAxsUn for tobacco. 

. 

Athabaskan groups traded amoug themselves a&d conducted inrertribal 

made virh their Isupiat, Yupik, and Tlingit neighbors. Aboriginal 
1 

s ' 
trade played ati important economic role and vas well estabJ.f+hed prior 

. . to vnxe contac:. Athabaskins had obtained Russian manufactured goods 

through aborigfaal Izdi,an trade mutes and through the Eskimos long 

before ljesternezs arrived in Alaska (Grabum 1973). The Chaadalar 

Kutchin reported chat prior to the establishment~of the Hudson's Bay 

Company at Fort P&m, they received iron kestles from the Eskimos in 

exchange for theiz wolverine skins and voven spruce root baskecs. The 

Eski,zos also brought polar bear and white fox furs. 

This trade vi:h the t,ski.ao was both sociA and economic in nature 

wirh large parties of hchabasbns and Eskicos meeting in the territory 

of eit.L,cr: group. Old John Lake, near the present Arctic '?il,lage, vas a 

favorica sire for these Satherings (>!c.Yannan 15163). Unlike the r)ihai 

KutcSi;l, tile Chancialar Kucchin enjoyed relatively peaceful relations 
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with the northern Eskimo. They also entered into institution&red 

partnerships with them.. They travelled to the Arctic Coast and to the 

estuary of the Mackenzie River, trading their wolverine skins for baby 

seal skins. Osgood (1970) reported that the Kutchin aLso acquired whale 

bone from the Eskimos. The Tanaina Atwbaskans traded their moose and 

caribou skins, ground squirrel and wolverine hides, and birchbark and 

sheep horn manufactured goods with Kodiak and Chugach Eskimos as well as 

those of the lower Kuskokwim. The Eskimos provided coastal products, 

such as sea maumal oil, seals, and skins (Behnke 1978; Osgood 1933). 

Koyukon Athabaskan traded wolverine and wolf skins with coastal Eskimos, 

who provided whale OFI and blubber and seal skins. According to Sullivan 
- 

(1942), The Koyuk& Lndians a& the Kobuk Eskimo formed the connecting 

link between the Indian summer fair at Nuklukheyet (near the mouth of 

the Tanana on the Yukon) and the summer trade fair at Kotzebue Sound. 

tithough the aboriginal trade decreased for a period, Clark (1974.) 

noted a resurgence of trade during her field research in the early 

1960's. She attributed this to the increase in ease of transportation, 

especially available by aircraft. 

As noted -earlier, the Athabaskan engaged in extensive commerce with 

the Tlingit until the mid-1800's. 'Copper was highly desired by the 

Tlingit for their potlatch gifts. The Xhtna obtained their copper from 

the Copper River; the Athabaskan group at Kluane secured the metal from 

the gravels of the Kletsan, a tributary of the White River. Although 

the Upper Tanana h3'd little copper to trade vith the Tlingit, they 

exchanged some vich the Yukon tribes. The Upper Tanaina first secured 

dencalia, tobacco, glass beads, iron implements, blankets from the 

Kluane and Chil!!c ceremonial robes from the Chilkac Tlingit. The Upper 
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Taaaina met the Chillat at a site very close to the present international 

boundary. On their way home they would visit the Copper River to conduct 

further trade (Ueanan L959). 

The hchabaskara groups also traded amoag themselves. XcPennan 

(1965) reported tSat the Tanaina traded with inland Rutchin groups. The . 

Athabaskan of the lower Tanana River served as middlemen. Dentalia and 

capper and ktar iron adzas and axes and beads were highly prFted by the 

Chandalar KutcSin. Native tradition holds that the Dihai Rutchin origball-jP 

came from the Tanana River and made their way down the Yukon Ever as 

far as Nulato and then up the Roptkuk River, vhere they se&led near its 

headwat ers. According to Ydannan, thfs ls the same route by which 

trade items first reached the Chazxialar Rutchin. . Osgood (1970) reported 

that the Yukaa Flats Kutchin were distirrguished traders,who obtained 

many of their goods from otheir Indians. He also provideed us with a 

desc&ion of a transaction involving the exchange of beads and dry 

fish. A bundle of dry fish MS set out, and the purcfiasrr put a number 

of beads on cop. If there were not enough beads, the owner of the fisfi 

would rezove them, indicating that more must be added co complete the 

tsansac;ion. Price is not actually discussed. According to Osgood 

(1933), the Kenai Zadfans served as middlemen in trading activity beween 

the Tyonek aud Susitna Indians of take Clark, Xulchacna, and Stony 

Rivet. T5ey vere also involved in an extms',ve net%-ark sys=a (Zehnke 

LVZ) . Tamsand (1970) reported that the Tanaina were involved in 

extensive trading with the Cogper River, IngAi& Tanana, and TI.ingir 

Indians as well as vith Esktio groups. 
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4’ Aboriginal trade was highly developed among the Aleut. Trade was 

primarily between contiguous villages and to a lesser. degree interisland. 

Aleut exchange items included masks, bracelets, parkas, and other clothing 

itams, dentalia, amber, sea otter skins, and occasionally slaves. 

Although trade is cnmmou between nearby comnunisies, it i.s not known how 

often people from distant settlements meet for trade (Stein 1977; 

Graburn and Strong 1973). Reports on Aleut trading transactions during 

the early 1800's indicated that they did not trade in person. They 

used a reliable agent, selected from 'among the younger in their ranks. 

The agent took the goods and placed them up for sale but did not reveal 

the name of the owner. According to Lantis (1970)) a buyer offered an item 

as the price, and only if the seller was satisfied did he keep it. 

YUPIK-&UPI.AT 

Os-Jalt (1967) provided a general overview of Yupik-Inupiat trading 

activities. Trading relatioas bound the Yupik-Xnupiat societies with 

each other as well as with Siberian Yupik, Chukchi, Canadian Inupiat, 

and to a lesser degree with their Athabaskan neighbors. Archaeological 

evidence indicates that Siberia-Alaska trade is quite ancient, but 

Western goods began arriving in Alaska from northeastern Siberia after 

the Anadyrsk Post was established in 1649. The major trading centers 

were ac Wales, Kotzebue, Sheshalik, the mouth of the Utukok River, 

Negalik at the mouth of the Colville River, and on Barter Island. 

The prinary export items from Siberia were Russian metal goods and 

Chukchi reindeer skins which were brought from East Cape co the Diomede 
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Islands , then to Wales ,’ and later to Sheshalik. From here the Noatak 

people canfed the goods to the Upper Noatak vhere they were received by 

lalaad Inupfat who then travelled to the trading center at Jegdfk. 

Tram here the aaovexueut of goads was east to Barter Island, vhere trade 

vith the Canadian Inupiat vas conducted. The uumber of people congregating 
e 

at the cradiag ceacers was signiiicanr. Various reports have indicated 

that as many as 600 would meet at Negalfk. Ia 1884 an estimated 1,400 

persons met at the Kotrebue trading center. Trading and 

lasted for days or veeks. 

social activities 

As noted earlier, trading was conducted through the partnershi? 

system. GeneraLLy the circuJ.atfon of goods vas inland products (caribou 

aand other skin for clothing and wolverine) Fn exchange for coastal 

products (prizzarilg sea mmxad 011 or fat, bearded-seal skin, sinev, 

vaterproof boot soles, valms stains and rawhide rope, whale bone, and 

valrus ,ivory) . Ecological variatious also stimulated regionalited and 

specialized item, such as whetstones and j'ade adz blades from the Kobuk 

Rive: and copper knife blades and soapstone lamps from the Canadian 

Arc:ic. 

Ihe Yupik were not as active traders as the Inupiat. Oswalt (1967) 

cited the reason as being that the resources uere more evenly distributed 

i3 their region. The noeSera trade in which they engaged vas the 

eschaqp of sea mmal fat for caribou skins. Other items included 

hoary mrx~c and ground squi- ,,el skins for parkas in exchange for walrus 

ivory from the Ystizq Scrair region. The Yqik also rraded beaver and 

river octsr pelts for Sib.ezian reizdesr skins. 

.Xay (1966) report& ~'$0 large trading centers, Pascolik and Tacliek, 

loca:ad becxeen ::or;on Sound and the Yukon. Trade had been carrird on 
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at these centers since ancient times. Traders from Sledge and King 

3 . Island and people from Cape Price of Wales and Kotzebue Sound brought 

domesticated skins from Siberia in exchange for wolverine furs and 

wooden dishes. 

Lantis (1946) reported that Nunivak Island trade with mainland 

groups intensified between 1880-1920. They traded directly with the 

inland Yupik but never with the Indians, extending their territory to 

the Yukon northward and the Kuskokwim southward. Although direct trade 

toward the Yukon was later discontinued, in 1940 Nunlvakers still made 

regular trips up the Kuskokwim. The farther inland they vent, the more 

profitable the trade. Forty-five squirrel skins, enough to make a man's 

parka, were worth only one levtak skin of a year-old bearded seal far 

up the Kuskokwfm River. On the coast, however, they were worth two 

> 

levtaks and on Nunivak even more, so the man vho could afford to buy 

squirrel skins not only for his own family but also for trade on Nunivak 

could make a good profit. As Lantis conducted her fieldwork on Nunivak 

Island in 1939-1940, she observed that older bark for dyeing skins was 

obtained in trade on the mainland. 

Lantis (1970) obtained the exchange values of the following items 

from two old men who had done considerable trading on the mainland. 

NUXIVAK ARTICLES COHPARASLE-VALUE MAIXLAXD ARTICLES 

I large poke of seal oil 
Prepared seal intestine for 1 

parka 

Muskrat skins for 1 parlca 
Prepared fishskins for 1 park. 

(These were obtained from 
inland territory just south of 
the Yukon, where particularly 
desirable fish were caught in 
the lakes.) 
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NLTNIYAR ARTICLES 

Prepared seal or vdlrus intes- 
tine for 1 parka 

1 or 2 levtak skins (1 ti trading 
virh interior ma-nd, 2 
tith mainland coast); or 4 
or 5 stomacuuls of seal ofl. 
(price varied according to 
quality of squirrel skim iI 
trade); or 1 seal poke of oF1 

20 caribou skips 
Puffin or murre skins for 1 

man's parka 
1 medium-sized vooden dish 

4 walrus hide 

1 pair good babe soles prepared 
for use; 1 seat stomach of 
sear oil; saskfn lfnes (any 
widtfi) from one small skin; 

.* 2 dried codfish 
1 kayak e 

1 kayak sled 

1-k 

-- cotfPAR4BL&-VALUE MACSUND AKTICLES 

2 squirrel skins and strip of 
wolverine for 1 map's cap 

Squirrel‘ skin for 1 parka 

/ L . . 

-. 
. 

1 wolverine 
L mukluk skin (traded on 

Nunivak) 
1 foxskin; or I levtak skin 

(pticipaUy traded on Nuni- 
vak in recant years) 

1 levtak (oa mainland coast, 
also on Nunivak) 

Each $1 (1920-20); since oue 
whole wolverfne skin cost a 
Nunivaksr from $12 to $15 at 
that tine, one can gauge the 
value of the other products 

$50, paid in beaver, squirrel, 
and wolverine 

$10, paid in beaver, squirrel, 
and volve.r-be 

$100, paid in beaver, squirzel, 
and wolverine 

-- 

Commercial Exchange 

Although Alaska subsistence economies were once auronomous and . 

ixdependcnt, the Lirerature indicates that these societies became in- 

creasingly interrelated with the commercial market after the arrival of 

the European and American traders. Initial transactions involved the 

dfrecc exchange of natural resources, primarLly furs, for West ern war es . . 
The evolution of the intartelationshi? between .tiaska subsistence systems 

and the capital marker: has not been analyzed, but the liternture incii- 

caces :bc sulsist~xe syst2z5 arc universally iat+~elat& wicS the 



-. 
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market economy. The literature does not reveal the varying degree of 

interdependence between the dffferent subsistence systems and market 

economies. Literature describing the commercial exchange for subsistence 

products ln Alaska is limited, but we can discern some general contemporary 

patterns. 

Van Stone's research (1960) in Point Hope, Napaskiak, and Eskimo 

Point revealed chat the village stores traded furs and other locally 

manufactured items for commerciaL goods. In 1965 Smith (1966) found an 

entixe room in the Point Hope store filled with seal, polar bear, walrus, 

and other hides and raw ivory, ivory canings , masks, and baleen baskets 

which had been taken in trade.. tlorl (198(J), who conducted research in 

~ the North Slope fn 1975-1977, noted that the v%,U.age store was often 

owned by the villagers themselves and served as the "protein bank." 

Individuals could later purchase the subsistence products they had sold 

to the store to acquire cash. 

Clark (1974) reported that Items sold by the Eskimos and Indians in 

the Allakaket and Alatna regions to Esk.imos on the Kobuk and at Anaktuvuk 

Pass and the Indians on the lower Koyukuk and the Yukon +cluded tanned 

moose skins, wolf skins for parka offs, racing dogs, and snow shoes. 

?luskrac parkas, caribou, and moose skin mukluks and dolls were manufactured 

by the Indians and Eskimos and sold to both Indians and Eskimos from the 

Koyukon who resided in ocher parts of the United States and also to 

retail houses in Fairbanks and Tanana. The major Native item purchased 

by the Indians and Eskimos at Allakaket and Alatna was smoked salmon 

strips obtained from Koyukon Athabaskans living at Ruby. Clark also 

reported that until World War II an Eskimo encrepteneur from Xlarna made 
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several trips by dog sled each winter to the Shungnak region on the .--l 

-. 
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Kobuk, transporting passengers between the two rivers. They also 

obtained coastal products, seal oil, and whale-blubber from the Kobuk 

Eskimo to resell to the Koyukuk. 

Bogofavleasky (1969) described as follows the commercial exchange 

pattern of ivory among the X.ing Islanders and Dicmmders when he con- 

ducted his field research lrrr 1966-1968. * 

Crew members with shares of fvory vill, if possible, sa+e fr 
for the coming winter. It sells for tvo dollars per pound raw and 
up to forth times that amount after it has been carped. It is 
therefore advantageous to dispose of ivory through casings. In 
fact, it is often first sold to the store in the spring, and then 
boughe back as it is needed for earring. Nowadays, cameos who are 
out of ivory wUl buy it from the Native Store. The stares in the 
Strait are usually out of raw ivory sometime in the winter because 
the supply ship picks up camings, ivory and skins immediately 
after the spring hunt. By Xarch, an ivory shortage for some men 
may begin. Alley are than forced to buy it from o&em, who exact 
high prices. 

The captains' stoc-ks of ivory were obviously far greater than 
any one man could carve in a vfnter. A captain is not obliged to 
keep a supply on hand for his crew, though he usually does, se.Lling 
it to t&m ar a very low price. In any case, theze is no glory or 
prestige in carving, and captains tend to do less carring t.han 
other men, both because they have less need for store goads and 
because cSey have less time. Their position as Leaders carries 
burdens of pursuing tasks uore appropriate to the ideal of the 
Eskimo man, such as polar bear hunting, boatbuilding, and the 
fashioning of perfectly made traditional Eskimo artifacts, of which 
che're are very many. 

Consequently, the captains hauled their ivory harvesr co tfie 
mainland to get better prices t&San those at the village store. 
EskLnos on the mainland were usually short of ivory to came, so 
the island captains established trading reiationships with certain 
profitable mainlanders. Such Hative products as reindeer sinew, 
tallow, dr;?rrex, berries, dried salmon, herring, and especially 
such furs as reindeer fawnskins, muskrat, wolf, wolverine, and 
Party’s ground squirrel are also scarce on the mainlmd and usually 
cmnoc be regularly purchnsed. Walrus oil, meat, and ivory are 
exchanged for these. All chase products are harder to obtain than 
cash. Bath the zzainlanders and the islmders prefer to make such 
tr3diag cr3nsactions rarher :han Co use cash. 
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Worl (1980) found that commercial goods, subsistence resources, and 

manufactured products and sexvices are exchanged in the North Slope 

subsistence economy. She noted that subsistence goods or products sold 

within the social unit are at a "Native price." This is a social exchange 

price which does not include labor costs, but it does require a reciprocal 

obligation on the part of the purchaser to provide or share subsistence 

resources at a later date. She developed the following table to demonstrate 
. 

the exchange patterns. As the table indifates with an "X," cash is not 

generally shared, but an individual may allow a hunter to use his snow- . 

machine or provide gas or emmunition (equipment) in exchange for a share 

of the resource harvested (natural resources). 

Ceremonial distribution of subsistence resources involves both 

feasting and gift-giving. The literature reveals that ceremonial rites 

involved the consumption of enormous amounts of subsistence foods during 

feasting, which would often last for several days or more. Various 

mechanism were developed by the different societies to distribute gifts 

among community members and between different communities. These mechanisms 

served to increase the prestige of the donor'as well as redistributing 

resources throughout the communiCy. In addition, the ceremonial distti- 

bution of gifts also served as a social welfare system by providing a 

particular segment of the society, notably the elders, with goods they 

ochervise could not obtain. The ethnographic reports indicated that the 

types of ceremonies held by differenc groups were quite varied, but 

literature describing Che modern period generally is not available to 
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3 
identify the types of ceremonies which have survived into the contemporary 

period and the amount of subsistence resources involved. However, the 

literature available does indicate that cultural and social valties which 

promote ceremonial feasting and distributing of resource goods has 

persisted in all Alaskan groups. 

The distribution of subsistence resources through sharing patterns 

appears to have persisted among all groups to the present period. The 

apparent changes in the economic unit among the Tlingit, Haida, and 

Tsimshian may have altered the sharing patterns. As previously noted, 

the tribal house served as the basic economic unit, and goods produced 

by the economic unit were consumed by house members. While individual . 

membership in a clan and house is still recognized, members of a clan no 

longer maintain common residence in tribal houses except in a few isolatad 

instances. Thus, the tribal house probably no longer functions as an 

economic unit. Based on the changes in residential patterns and in the 

economic productive unit, and the continuing relationship between house 

and clan members (particularly manFfested through potlatchingj; ve may 

assume that sharing among house and clan members living in nuclear 

family houses occurs. Another apparent change in sharing pat:erns has 

occurred through the movement of individuals to urban centers. The 

lireracure suggests that subsistence resources are shared with these 

individuals. We also distinguish "formalized sharing patterns" dictating 

the disposition of resources, which is particularly evident in the 

whaling complex. 

According to several sources, the partnership system is still 

viable, particularly among the Eskimo groups. While the partnership 



form of distribution of subsistence goods was once prevalent among 

Athabaskn groups, the absence of discussion on partnerships in later 

lirerature indicates that it did not survive past the 1940's. 'The 

literature discusses contemporary Athabaskan exchange of resources 

through trade but does not mentiou formalized partnership. The ex- 

tensivc trading ~esworks, rouses, and cm+ers which once charactertied 

A&sIcan societies into the early historic era have disappeared. Hovever, 

regionaltied trading, partl&rly through trading parzaers, persisr. 

While aboriginal trading patterns have declined, coammrcial exczhange 

has increased. Within commercial exchange, we also find other distribution 

mechanisms, such as sharing and trading of coumercfal and subsistence 

a goods to be prevalent. The frrte=eLatioMhip between subsistence and 

ma&et econcaies in Alaska is an area which warrants further researcS. 

Recent studies initiated by ihe National Park Service and doctoral 

dissertation research by sever&L individuals indicate that many groups 

still sustain themelves measurably through their own hunting, fishlag, 

and gathering efforts. 
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